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Team GB scoop five medals
at the 2013 Deaflympics

Great Britain enjoyed a late surge to claim five medals, including a silver and bronze for cyclist Tom Smith, at the 2013 Deaflympics in Sofia, Bulgaria.
Cyclist Tom Smith, a former GB junior
before a back injury hampered his progress,
won silver in the road race and bronze in the
points race.
In the athletics events, Lauren Peffers
landed silver in the 400m while Mel Jewett
took bronze in the marathon.
There was also bronze for the women’s
football team after a penalty shootout win
over Poland.
It left the 49-strong GB team in 33rd place
in the overall medal table.
The event, originally known as the World
Games for the Deaf, was first held in Paris
in 1924 and now includes almost 5,000
competitors from 66 countries.
Smith found Russia’s Ivan Makarov just
too strong in the sprint finish at the end of
the road race after the Welshman had battled
back to rejoin the leading group with a
kilometre left to race.
But he battled hard against Makarov and
the Russian’s team-mate Dmitry Rozanov to
secure a second medal in Saturday’s points
race, won in convincing style by American
John Klish (105) with Rozanov and Smith
both finishing on 28 points, one ahead of
Makarov.
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Deaf man fatally
assaulted

Matthew Powe, 30, was charged with
the murder of Vitalis Katakinas

A deaf homeless man accused of
murdering a deaf actor who was punched
outside a Highbury pub had been attending
a social event for the hard of hearing with his
alleged victim, it emerged.
The incident occured near the White Swan
pub after the pair went to the event for deaf
people on June 29.
Mr Katakinas, from Lithuania, suffered
a serious head injury that night and died in
hospital a week later.
Described as an inspirational actor, the
father-of-one had won accolades for his
performance in Deafinitely Theatre’s hit
production of Shakespeare’s Love’s Labour’s
Lost.
Powe was originally charged with grievous
bodily harm with intent, but was later charged
with murder after Mr Katakinas’ death
and appeared at the Old Bailey with the
assistance of a sign language interpreter.
He was remanded in custody and will
return to court to enter a plea on 21 October.

The full Team GB squad celebrating their achievments at the closing ceremony of the 2013 Deaflympics in the athletics stadium, Sofia, Bulgaria

Charity celebrates 85
years with new project
Deafblind UK celebrates 85 years
of ‘firsts’ with new project to get
deafblind people online

Connecting Lives is the new projected
launched to increase digital inclusion.
It is unique in demonstrating the
accessibility features and software now
available on mainstream devices that can
work to enrich the lives of people who are
deafblind.
It works to show deafblind people that, with
the right technologies, the internet can provide
them with a simple means to communicate
with families and friends (via Skype, email
or social media), access information without
help (from reading the news to getting
information from a support agency) and
provide a means of entertainment (games,
puzzles and books).
In addition to providing one to one sessions
for people with a combined sight and hearing
loss, Deafblind UK helps people to identify
the right equipment and software for their
needs. If the individual cannot afford to buy
the equipment, Deafblind UK can also help
to source potential funders.

Facebook scam targets deaf people
Deaf people are being targeted in a scam which has seen a Fife man lose a
five figure sum
The ‘advance fee fraud’ starts with a
message from a hacked Facebook account
claiming that an allowance is being given
by the Government and Deaf Commission
Action on Hearing Loss to deaf people.
The poster tells the fraud target that their
name is on a winners list and that they have
won £120,000 and a laptop. In order to
claim the prize they have to send personal
information and pay a sum of money upfront through a money transfer service.
The scam continues with delays and
excuses as to why more money needs to
be sent and this goes on until the victim
becomes suspicious and finally discovers
they have been defrauded.

PC Shirley Buttercase, equalities officer
with Fife Division, said, “This is a despicable
fraud aimed at vulnerable members of our
society which plays on their disability and the
trust they place in others.
“It is a variation of a type of fraud which
goes on all the time and our advice is always
never to engage in anything which asks for
money up-front and if something sounds too
good to be true, it almost always is.
“I would urge anyone who is targeted
by this type of fraud, or knows of a Deaf
person, to be alert to this fraud and if they
suspect anything is amiss to contact us on
101 or send information to Crimestoppers on
0800 555 111.”
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A note from the Editor
Welcome to the Autumn 2013
edition of Hearing Times, from
the editor, Graham Searles.
I am now writing my second
column and it feels like no time
at all since my first.
The Summer has flown by
with a lot of important events
happening like the Deaflympics
which I thought Team GB
performed very well in.
My main focus in this time has
been improving the website and
we have seen record numbers
visiting and returning for more
so thanks if you are an online
reader.
If you aren’t then for more
regular updates from the
deaf and hard of hearing
communities visit our website
www.hearingtimes.co.uk
We hope you enjoy reading the
news, views and interesting
features our dedicated writers
have produced in this quarterly
edition.
If you would like to subscibe to
our quarterly newspaper it costs
£5 per year. Email our helpful
staff at info@hearingtimes.
co.uk.
If you have any news to tell us,
then please send us an email to
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Graham Searles,
Editor
Contributors: Deafinitely Girly, Ed
Gould, Matthew Munson, Lizzie Ward, Guy
Peppiatt, Deafax, Juliet England, Hearing
Link, Lisa A. Goldstein

Hearing Times is protected by copyright.
To reproduce articles featured in this
month’s issue, email your request to
info@hearingtimes.co.uk
Hearing Times is an independent
newspaper, published four times per year.
The newspaper is distributed throughout
the United Kingdom to charities, ENT
and hearing therapy clinics, audiologists,
hearing aid dispensers, care homes
and schools and individual subscribers ,
reaching a readership of over 23,000.
The contents of Hearing Times are
copyrighted and no part may be
reproduced in part or whole without prior
consent from the newspaper.
The opinions expressed in articles,
columns and adverts are those of the
writer or advertiser and not necessarily
those of Hearing Times C.I.C..
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Peffers, who won medals at the 2005 and
2009 Games, battled against a foot injury to
finish second in her final.
“When I got off to a great start, I felt sharp
pains,” she said afterwards. “So I just went
for it. I ran around in the fastest time possible
to overcome the injury.”
Jewett was the first GB medallist after her
third place in the marathon, which was held
in Germany in advance of the Games.
The games themselves raised many
questions over the amount of funding Team
GB deafthletes get compared to their hearing
counterparts.
Back in 2008, with the Olympics and
Paralympics on the horizon, the government
withdrew the annual funding they used to give
to UK Deaf Sport, putting the Great Britain
Deaflympic team’s participation in the 2009
Taipei Deaflympics in jeopardy. The sum? A
measly £42,000.
That lack of funding pales in comparison
to the record £347m funding UK Sport made
available for Olympic and Paralympic sport
following London 2012, with the Paralympic
programme receiving an increase of 59% in
funding overall.
In mitigation, last year, Sport England
gave over £125,000 towards the team’s
preparations for the Sofia games, but this
was nowhere near enough. Indeed, the Great
Britain Women’s Football team, who came
fourth in 2009, still had to raise £50,000 to
go to Sofia.
Despite those challenges, on Saturday - in
scorching hot conditions - the team endured
extra time and a nail-biting penalty shootout against Poland to win a richly deserved
bronze medal.
Deaf people have been following the
games through the BSL Zone site with its
daily video highlights, and news direct from
Sofia. But the match wasn’t broadcast on
TV, covered in national news bulletins or on
mainstream websites or newspapers.
The team battled against injuries
throughout the tournament, winning their
crucial last group game without their
inspirational captain Damaris Cooke, then
losing three key players to injury in the first
half of their devastating five- nil semi-final
defeat to the eventual winners, the USA.
They were down and out. But then, Rockystyle, they came back. When the winning
penalty was scored against Poland, Victoria
Wenman scoring with a stunningly cool
bottom-corner finish, their coach Mark Gill
was captured on film wiping away tears.
Coverage of sport is all about narratives
and there were so many to follow at these
games.
You could look at medals, such as the
silver for Lauren Peffers in the 400m, or the
bronze for Melanie Jewett in the marathon,
but for an athlete who won nothing except a
great deal of respect, you could tell the story
of tennis player Catherine Fletcher’s brave
efforts to play through the pain of a shoulder
injury (she could only serve underarm by the
end of the games) only to finish fourth in the
singles, doubles and mixed doubles.
For controversy, you could look at David
Grant’s bizarre disqualification in the karate,
where, among the reasons cited were the fact
he didn’t have all the equipment he needed,
nor a coach with him at the games (that lack
of funding again).
If you want a story about a retiring legend,
then you can tell the story of deaf sport’s
equivalent of Sir Steven Redgrave, the fivetime gold meal winning badminton player
Rajeev Bagga, who finally bowed out at
these games with a speech on the court. Sir
Rajeev Bagga has a certain ring to it, I think,
but I’m not holding out hope.
So why haven’t we heard these stories?
There’s no doubt that Britain’s deaf athletes
suffer not only from the chronic lack of
funding but also from the lower profile of the
Deaflympics.
Visit www.bslzone.co.uk for more info
on Team GB and the Deaflympics 2013
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First ever deaf winner
of Big Brother 2013
Sam Evans, 23 from Wales, became the first deaf winner of Big Brother and
will donate a quarter of his £100,000 winnings to charity
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Deaf couple survive
arson attack

An explosion at a bungalow was sparked deliberately, police have revealed
Petrol was spread inside the property in
Aldridge Road, Burbage, in the early hours.
When a flame was then lit, the fumes
exploded, causing a blaze. The bungalow’s
two occupants, who are deaf, were rescued
after the explosion awoke neighbours, who
alerted the emergency services.
“This was definitely not an accident,”
said Detective Sergeant David Speight, of
Leicestershire Police.

“Why does somebody want
to hurt me? Why would
somebody want to do this to
me and my wife?”

Sam Evans celebrates with both arms aloft after winning the spectacular sum of £100,000

The housemate, who was named favourite
to win by bookies, looked visibly shocked
when the news was announced with fellow
contestant Dexter Koh coming in second.
Sam covered his face and appeared tearful
after being named the winner but admitted he
was delighted to show host Emma Wills after
leaving the house.
On his plans for the £100,000 prize money,
he said, “I’m going to give 25 percent to
charity, I’m going to give 25 percent to my
mother, family and friends and I’m going to
keep 50 per cent for my future and just make
sure I’m comfortable.”
Sam admitted he had feelings for fellow

housemate Gina Rio before the show ended
but also admitted he had been open about
his feelings due to being in high spirits at a
party for the finalists.
He said, “[It was] the end of the night but it
is true though. I do have a good connection
with Gina.”
Fellow housemate Dexter also looked
shocked but pleased to have finished second
on the show.
He left the house after shaking Sam’s hand
and waved to the waiting crowd as he left the
house.
Dexter survived seven public votes to
make it through to the final of the show.

Charity defends using
zero-hours contracts

“It’s not a random arson, there was
obviously a motive.
“We know petrol was used and the
investigation by the fire service shows there
were several places where the fire was
started.”
Det Sgt Speight said other flammable
substances could have been used as well as
petrol.
He said, “Whoever set the fire had to be
inside the address, but there were no signs
of a forced entry.”
As well as living accommodation, the
property includes the British Sign Language
Learning Centre.

“I feel vulnerable, but my wife
is worse than me. She is very
frightened. She is so scared
that this will happen again.”

Centre owner Michael Broderick and his
wife, who are both in their 50s, were in the
bedroom at the back of the property when the
fire was started. They were dragged to safety
through a window by two police officers who
were called to the incident.
“Without the quick intervention of the
police, this could quite easily have been a
fatal,” said Det Sgt Speight.
The explosion and subsequent fire caused

The severe damage to their home is clear

extensive damage to the bungalow.
Mr Broderick said, “I’m frightened, I’m
scared stiff.
“Why does somebody want to hurt me?
Why would somebody want to do this to me
and my wife? That’s an awful thing to do to
someone.”
The couple suffered minor injuries and
were treated at the scene.
“For at least 20 years we have lived there,
just me and my wife,” said Mr Broderick.
“It’s our home and a training centre that we
run. I now haven’t got a home.
“I feel really vulnerable, but my wife is
worse than me.
“She is very frightened. She is so scared
that this will happen again.”
He said last year a car was stolen from
their driveway and later found burnt out.
Police said they were not linking the incidents
at this stage.
Officers are appealing for anyone with any
info about the arson should come forward. He
said incidents such as this were “very rare”.
Two men wearing high-visibility jackets
were seen close to the scene when police
arrived.
They have been ruled out as suspects, but
officers are keen to speak to them as they
might have seen something that could help
with inquiries.

Controversial zero-hours contracts can be beneficial to staff and employers,
business and charity leaders have claimed

David Blunkett calls for “lousy”
TV subtitles to be improved

Action on Hearing Loss last night defended
its use of the contracts after advertising for
two community support workers in Stockton
and Sunderland who would not have
guaranteed hours.
The use of zero-hours contracts by
companies and public bodies has been
widely criticised by union leaders and
politicians, with Business Secretary Vince
Cable warning against the “exploitation” of
staff.
But Action on Hearing Loss said it needed
a flexible workforce that allowed it to respond
to changes in contracts and hours of support.
Louise Pritchard, Action on Hearing Loss
executive director of services, said: “Action
on Hearing Loss care and support services
are committed to personalisation. This
means ensuring people have a real choice
and control over the support they receive, so
that they can live life the way they choose.
“Our localised care and support managers
decide when it is appropriate to call on zerocontracted staff and told us that it is important
to be able to have a staff team that enables us
to respond as swiftly and flexibly as possible
to best serve people with a hearing loss, and
by using zero-contracted employees, they
can achieve that.”
The charity, which said only 4.4 per cent of

Former Home Secretary David Blunkett
has criticised broadcasters for their lousy
subtitles.
The MP, who was born blind, said deaf
people struggled with poor visual descriptions,
for example “the player is fouled by a zebra”
– instead of footballer, Patrice Evra.
And he added that blind people were
left frustrated when foreign dramas and
documentaries were not dubbed.
Mr Blunkett told the Radio Times that
broadcasters were failing to deal with a
“growing problem” of an ageing population,
suffering from blindness and deafness.
He said, “Broadcasters talk a good deal
about equality, but preaching is not enough.
“In an ageing population, people with
hearing and sight impairments are becoming
part of the mainstream.
“It’s no longer about a minority. We’re a
major sector of the viewing public, and we
have the same rights as everyone else who
pays the licence fee.
“Today, the way TV executives worship the
cult of youth seems to be an unstoppable
fetish.
“It is the trendy, the metropolitan and the
under-40s who determine what we view and

its care and support staff were on zero- hours
contracts, said the arrangement benefitted
its staff who also wanted flexibility, while
maintaining their holiday entitlements and
sickness benefits, and being entered into the
charity’s contributory pension scheme.
North East Chamber of Commerce Director
of Policy, Ross Smith, said that when used
appropriately, zero-hours contracts could
prove beneficial to both staff and employers,
particularly in specific cases where individuals
were dependent on flexible working hours.
“While I believe that the vast majority
of businesses would only use zero hour
contracts in the appropriate circumstances,
it is important that these contracts are used
correctly and not as a way of businesses
avoiding responsibility for their workforce,”
he added.
But Beth Farhat, regional secretary of the
Northern TUC, said zero-hours contracts
should be “an exception to the rule, properly
regulated and not be used in an abusive way
by employers”.
Figures released from the Office for
National Statistics at the end of July
suggested 250,000 workers were on zerohours contracts, however a more recent
survey suggested their use could be much
higher.

He said deaf people struggled with poor descriptions, for example “the
player is fouled by a zebra” instead of footballer, Patrice Evra

what we listen to.
“But much of the spending power reflects
an older age group. The ageing population
wields a very powerful incentive: our financial
muscle.”
He added: “There is an increasing tendency
for overseas material to be broadcast without
being dubbed.
“I appreciate that many people don’t
like dubbed dialogue, but if you’re blind
it’s invaluable - you can piece together the
storylines simply by listening to what is said.”
In May, new director-general Tony Hall
said the BBC could look at how to stop
actors “muttering” in its TV dramas, and
that the corporation was trying to address
the problem of background music making it
difficult for some, particularly older viewers,
to hear what is being said on programmes.
A spokesman for Ofcom said: “Viewers
have made clear to us that they have
concerns about the quality of subtitling.
“So we recently announced proposals to
improve this, working with deaf and hearingimpaired viewers and groups, as well as
broadcasters.
“We expect to finalise our plans in the next
few months.”

News

Scottish school suspends
two senior officials
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Two senior officials at Scotland’s national deaf school have been suspended
pending an inquiry into the way a historic allegation of inappropriate
behaviour by a member of staff was dealt with
The board of Donaldson’s Deaf School,
Linlithgow, has taken the unusual step of
suspending Janice MacNeill, chief executive,
and Mary O’Brien, the head teacher, to
establish whether correct procedures were
followed in a case dating back to 2009.
The suspension does not mean the board
believes there has been any wrongdoing
by the two officials, but it is being used as
a mechanism to allow an independent
investigation to take place.
The move comes four years after an
alleged “inappropriate physical act” involving
an unnamed member of staff and a young
adult not connected with the school.
Although the incident did not happen at
Donaldson’s, and did not involve any pupils,
staff were aware of it, but no action was
taken.
When the case was raised at a meeting
last term, the school decided further action
was required and the member of staff was
suspended and police were contacted.
The board of governors at Donaldson’s then
began an investigation into why appropriate
action was not taken sooner, which led to the
further suspensions.
Mary Mulligan, convener of the board of
governors of Donaldson’s, said, “Staff were
aware of the 2009 incident at the time, but no
official action was taken then.
“Following the decision to contact the police
about the incident, the board asked whether
the correct child protection procedures had
been followed.
“We are now conducting an inquiry to

establish whether those procedures were
followed and to ensure the correct procedures
are in place going forward.”
Mrs Mulligan stressed there had been
no further allegations against the member
of staff, who was a support worker, and no
pupils were involved.
A school spokeswoman added, “The board
of Donaldson’s Trust was recently made
aware of certain allegations that we had a
duty of care to take seriously.
“In line with due process, and following
external advice, we contacted the authorities
and a police investigation is under way.
“The individual, who has not been in post
for some weeks due to the school summer
break, has been suspended pending the
outcome of those investigations. It is not
possible for us to discuss this matter in any
more detail.
“The suspension of two senior members of
staff is to allow an internal review only and is
not connected to the police investigation.
“The safety and wellbeing of our pupils will
always remain a priority for the school.”
Donaldson’s
is
Scotland’s
national
school for children who are deaf or have
communication difficulties.
A recent inspection of the school graded it
as ‘good’ for the quality of care and support,
the environment, staff and management and
leadership.
The school, which is grant-maintained, was
founded in Edinburgh in 1851 as Donaldson’s
Hospital, but moved to a purpose-built
campus in Linlithgow in 2008.

Harrogate Hospital spend £150k
on outsourcing interpreters
A North Yorkshire NHS Trust which last year was looking to make £7million
in savings has spent almost £150,000 on interpreters over three years

A Freedom of Information request has
revealed that over the last three years,
Harrogate & District NHS Foundation
Trust has spent a total of £144,719 on an
outsourced interpreting service.
In 2010/2011 it spent £34,516, in
2011/2012 it spent £58,574 and in 2012/13
it spent £51,629.
North Yorkshire County Councillor David
Simister (Ukip, Bilton NiddGorge), who
sits on the authority’s Scrutiny of Health
Committee, said the findings would come as
a huge shock for many in the town.
Councillor Simister said, “ Whilst Harrogate
& District NHS Trust is having to make
cutbacks due to a shortfall in Government
funding, it is being forced to pay tens
of thousands of pounds each year on
interpreters.
This money should come directly from the
European Parliament, not from the individual
Trusts who are struggling to make ends
meet.”
A spokesperson for Harrogate and District
NHS Foundation Trust said, “Harrogate and
District NHS Foundation Trust cares for a
population of over 899,000 people across
North Yorkshire and York and North East
Leeds by providing essential hospital and a
wide range of community health services.
“The Trust is committed to ensuring that
all service users have equal access to its
services irrespective of barriers that may
be in place due to language or physical
impairments. Interpreting and translation
services are therefore essential in providing
high quality patient care to these people.
“The Disability Discrimination Act 2005,

Should doctors at the hospital be BSL trained?

and Race Relations (Amendment) Act
2000, requires equal access to services and
information for all users. The Trust therefore
has to ensure that all patients understand
their consultations and can give informed
consent for any treatments required.
For Deaf patients this may mean access
to a registered sign language interpreter
and for those whose first language is not
English may mean access to an appropriate
language interpreter.
“The Trust encourages the self-supply of
interpreters wherever possible, using friends
or relatives when it is appropriate to do so
provided that both the clinician and the
patient are satisfied with this arrangement.
“There are issues with providing an internal
bank of staff rather than using externally
sourced interpreters and a few of these
include the availability for release of staff
from their existing roles within the Trust,
employing staff trained to an acceptable
standard in all requested languages and the
geographical area that the Trust covers.
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Local news

Charity to bridge the divide in
Glasgow’s deaf community

The chief executive of Deaf Connections is to try and tackle the problem head on and bring the community of around
700 deaf people in the city together

“If we can start to understand and come
together as one voice more often, they would
have a much louder voice,” said Carole
Lyons.
She is talking about the deaf community in
Glasgow and, unusually, she is also talking
about sectarianism.
Deaf Connections, which was founded in
1822, has been awarded almost £100,000
over two years from the Scottish Government
to “create a holistic service for deaf people
in Glasgow and the West of Scotland which
isn’t segregated along sectarian lines”.
Carole, delighted to have secured funding,
is still very aware that “now the hard work
really begins”.
Carole gesticulates emphatically as she
talks – an indication that the newly appointed
CEO is herself learning to sign, to ensure that
she can fully understand the issues affecting
the profoundly deaf.
Carole is the former finance director of the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority.
She stepped into the role after her work for
a mental health charity showed strong links
between deafness and mental illness.
She knew then that she had to help
depressed and lonely deaf people.
Carole said, “I don’t have a great deal of
knowledge about the deaf community which,
in some ways, has been a disadvantage but
in other ways it has been good because you
can ask all the stupid questions and really
learn a lot.

“When I came here I realised how much
of a disability deafness really is when people
are left to fend for themselves.”
The DEAFinitely Together project is one
more step on the journey, in Carole’s opinion,
to giving deaf people a collective, and louder,
voice.
She revealed, “It is for specific positions
to work with the Government on issues
surrounding sectarianism and report back.”
Sectarianism isn’t an issue that many
would imagine could seep into the deaf
community but, as Carole explained, it is a
historic divide.
She said, “Within the deaf community there
are two communities. Historically, the church
very much supported the deaf and there
were two schools in Glasgow – one was run
by the Church of Scotland and one was run
by the Catholic Church.
“That whole set-up has just carried
through and now you get two big deaf clubs
in Glasgow. One is run by the people who
came through the protestant Church of
Scotland school and the other by those who
came through the school run by the Catholic
Church.”
The two clubs, Glasgow Deaf Social Club
and the St Vincent’s Club, don’t often mix and
socialise.This is something that Carole wants
to change.
“It is really just the group of people and
what they’ve come up through historically
that has caused the segregation,” she said.

Discrimination row with Hinckley
council over parking ticket

A deaf sign language teacher claims he has been discriminated against by
both borough and county chiefs following a row over a parking ticket which
he believed was incorrectly issued to him
Michael Broderick said he was given a
ticket in the public car park while he was
inside the offices of Hinckley and Bosworth
Borough Council trying to explain to staff that
the pay and display machine wasn’t working.
As well as being unable to explain the
situation as no-one could understand his sign
language, Mr Broderick, who runs the Need
British Sign Language training centre based
in Burbage, stated that any discussions with
Leicestershire County Council, who deal with
challenged parking fines, were a non-starter.
The row went to court and Mr Broderick
lost the case and had to pay a hefty fine.
Mr Broderick said, “The ticket machine
wasn’t working and I couldn’t access the
intercom speaker to ask for help because I’m
deaf and there is no adapted service.
“I signed to my interpreter across the car
park that the machine was not working and
we went to reception to explain.
“I was advised that as long as I informed
them which car was mine, there would be no
problem.
“I once again looked at the machine which
was still displaying a fault and when I went to
my car, I had been issued with a ticket.”
As Mr Broderick’s fight against the ticket
continued a court date was eventually set,
although that didn’t stop the shocks from
coming as one morning he opened his front
door to bailiffs saying they had come to claim
payment.
However one of his biggest grievances
is with the county council’s Parking Matters
department that he said lack “respect,
leniency and compassion”.
Mr Broderick said, “The key facts that
I continually presented were ignored and

every letter that I received disagreed with
all points that I presented, not accepting any
accountability on their part that a mistake
may have been made.
“I had replied straight away to every letter
that they sent me, fighting my corner. One
letter from the council was not issued or lost
and I was accused of disposing of it.
“I am sure that I am not the first person
that this has happened to - something has
to be done about this. I feel that the faceless
system that the Parking Matters department
has in place needs to be overhauled and
updated. There is too much hostility and
not enough flexibility. When dealing with a
deaf or disabled person this is completely
unacceptable.”
A spokesman for Hinckley and Bosworth
Borough Council said, “We are sorry to hear
about Mr Broderick’s concerns. The council is
committed to making its services accessible
to all members of the community.
“Ten members of staff are trained to use
British Sign Language and we aim to have
at least one person on duty at any one time.
“Any driver finding one of the pay and
display machines out of order can inform the
parking attendant of the fault by leaving a
note on the windscreen of their car.
“The ticket machine was working correctly
and so a ticket should have been displayed.”
A
Leicestershire
County
Council
spokesman said, “We’re sorry to hear that
Mr Broderick is unhappy with the situation
but we must stress that the parking ticket
was processed in accordance with the law,
that no ticket quotas were set and the details
provided by Mr Broderick were carefully
considered.

The team behind the new project in Glagow

“An example would be that there was
different sign language used. They can all do
British Sign Language but if you went to the
school that the Catholic side went through
they tend to sign with one hand and there
would be some different signs.
“There is some integration but it is not a
case of pushing people together - it would just
send them running in opposite directions.”
A range of projects aimed at tackling
sectarianism across Scotland were given
funding from a pot of more than £3million.
For Deaf Connections, this money will
employ two members of staff to run tailored
workshops and information sessions.
Mum-of-one Carole explained, “What we’re
hoping to do is to work with the government
to have workshops and meetings of key
members of both the clubs to just start to
tease out the history, what are the differences
and get a bit of acceptance of the differences.

Harrow deaf club
president wins award
The president of the Harrow
Asian Deaf Club has been given a
prestigious award for his work in the
community

Asif Iqbal was also named one of the UK’s most
influential diabled people

Asif Iqbal MBE, President of Harrow Asian
Deaf Club, was given the special Award in
Civil, Social and Community Service at the
Asian Lite Business Awards.
Mr Iqbal won for his contribution to
community especially in Harrow at the award
ceremony in Manchester last week.
He said, “I was honoured as it was in
recognition of my work in Harrow with HADC.
“I hope by winning, this would be seen as
an inspirational for many others who work so
hard to achieve better community cohesion
and to encourage people to develop their
new skills and knowledge of engaging with
the local communities.”
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Charity runners
raise over £1,000

Over £1,000 has been raised for
a Beaconsfield charity after ten
runners completed the British 10k
London Run

Many of the competitors work for the
charity, with runners Neil Cooper and Owain
Zerelli, completing the race in just under one
and a half hours.
The money raised will benefit SignHealth,
which focuses on improving the mental
and physical health of deaf people and
campaigning for improved access and
communication within the healthcare setting.
Neil said, “We have both been training
hard for the race and we are delighted we
managed to finish it in under an hour.”
“The atmosphere on the day was fantastic
and we’re thrilled to have helped raise money
for SignHealth.”
The British 10k began at Piccadilly and
finished at Whitehall. The route took runners
past many landmarks, including Trafalgar
Square, the London Eye and Westminster
Abbey.
Steve Powell, chief executive, said, “It’s
wonderful that ten people completed the
British 10k for SignHealth especially in the
heat. Lots of people turned up to support
them too.”
You can still donate by calling the
SignHealth office on 01494 687600. For
more information on the charity, visit
www.signhealth.org.uk

Who lets the dogs in?
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, is
launching ‘Who lets the dogs in?’, a
nationwide campaign to encourage
businesses to welcome dogs
accompanied by their owner

Hearing Dogs not only provide practical
help, but they also free their deaf person from
the isolation, loneliness and anxiety caused
by hearing loss.
A survey out in August 2013 reveals that
over 80% of deaf people with hearing dogs
have been refused access, often due to a
lack of knowledge and understanding.
The campaign launches following a
report from The Equality and Human Rights
Commission, issued to help businesses
understand what they can do to comply with
their legal duties under the Equality Act 2010.
Supporters will be asked to add their
name to an online pledge page to provide
unhindered access to hearing dogs and
assistance dogs at www.hearingdogs.org.uk/
wholetsthedogsin, to ensure all employees
are educated about the Equality Act and to
display window stickers to generate further
awareness and let the assistance dogs in!
Michele Jennings, Chief Executive said,
“Hundreds of deaf people in the UK rely on
their hearing dog to help them every single
day.
A hearing dog not only carries out a wide
range of practical tasks, but also increases
their deaf person’s independence and
confidence tremendously. Each hearing dog
goes through a specialist training programme
to ensure they can alert their deaf person
to important sounds and danger signals sounds we all take for granted.
When
businesses
deny
hearing
dogs access to their premises, it’s really
upsetting as the deaf person can often find it
very difficult to argue their case.”
Pledge now to allow access for
assistance dogs and find out more about
‘Dogtember’ at www.hearingdogs.org.uk/
wholetsthedogsin
For further press information and case
studies, please contact Rebecca Keen or
Laura Leveson at Spider PR via: 020 7403
6900 or: rebecca.keen@spider-pr.com/
laura.leveson@spider-pr.com
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Deaf girl wins lawsuit after suffering
severe electric shocks from implant

Starbucks sued for
mocking patrons

Ed Gould
The girl’s family filed a lawsuit against
Advanced Bionics, which is based in
California, in 2011 and the judgement was
eventually made in April this year.
The court awarded $6.25 million in punitive
damages and $994,000 in compensatory
damages to Breanna Sadler, who had the
device fitted when she was four years old.
Her parents sued the manufacturer, now
owned by a Swiss based company, after their
daughter suffered a series of shocks that left
her thrown to the ground, convulsing and
throwing up.
“The Sadlers were referred to my firm by
another attorney who knew that our firm
specialised in medical device litigation,”
Ronald Johnson, of Schachter, Hendy and
Johnson told Hearing Times.
“Miss Sadler’s primary injury was that the
device failed and prevented her from being
able to hear,” he said.
“However, she also suffered electric shocks
from the device when the electronics began
shorting out after moisture began to enter it.”
According to US reports, the company tried
to apportion blame for the leaking device to
a supplier, but the senior judge presiding,
Thomas Russell, ruled that suppliers were
immune.
Johnson told Hearing Times that the
problem was caused by a faulty manufacturing
process rather than an incorrect fitting.
The problem with the implant meant that
Breanna, now 11, had to undergo a lengthy

The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages and
an order from the court to stop discriminatory
behaviour for what is described as multiple
occasions of abuse over the past year.
The suit, filed in federal court in Manhattan
on behalf of 12 people, says one Starbucks
employee laughed hysterically at a plaintiff’s
speech while others objected to a monthly
meeting of a group of deaf people named
Deaf Chat Coffee and called police.
Starbucks spokeswoman Jamie Riley said
the Seattle-based company, which refers to
its employees as partners, is investigating.
“Discrimination of any kind at Starbucks
in unacceptable,” she said. “We take these
allegations very seriously and believe that
they are neither in line with our values nor our
track record of engaging the deaf community
as partners and as customers.”
The lawsuit said the police were called to
a Starbucks store in lower Manhattan after
more than 10 people, some of whom bought
coffee and pastries, gathered for the monthly
meeting.
According to the lawsuit, those participating
in the meeting were “shocked and frightened”
when police responded to a report of a
disturbance, a meeting being conducted
without a permit and a claim that most
deaf people at the store were not paying
customers.
The plaintiffs had suffered humiliation,
embarrassment and emotional pain and
suffering as a result of the Starbucks
employees’ actions, it said.

A young girl, who suffered severe shocks from a faulty cochlear implant, has been awarded $7.25 million in
compensation from the company that manufactured it.
surgery to extract it from the bone of her skull
and replace it.
The Kentucky jury took three and a half
hours to reach its decision and award the
level of damages.
However, the lawyer who acted on behalf
of the Sadler family feels that the payout
could have been higher.
“The amount of the punitive damage award
was only a fraction of the sum received by the
executives of the company who concealed
the problems with the implant while they
engineered the sale of the company,”
Johnson said.
According to him, the court did not allow
the jury to hear the level of the compensation
received by the executives for selling the
company.
“If the jury had that information we believe
that the punitive damage award would have
been higher,” he claimed.
A spokesperson for Advanced Bionics
said that the company “respects the jury but
disagrees with its verdict.”
She denied that executives took any
action designed to enhance their personal
payments.
As a result of a separate action taken by the
United States Food and Drug Administration,
the particular model of implant had already
been withdrawn from sale, prior to the
Sadlers’ lawsuit.
Johnson said that he believed there
were about 4,000 of the devices implanted
between 2004 and 2006.

Recovering Breanna Sadler after her ordeal

“We know that 2,000 have failed to date
and we expect that more will continue to fail,”
he said.
The cochlear implants in question were
shipped all over the world, so there are
potentially people suffering in many different
countries.
Johnson said that he would welcome
anyone with a problematic device, or one that
has been removed, to contact his firm.

Starbucks staff mocked deaf
customers and called the police to
try to get them kicked out, a lawsuit
says

Google call access a Zambian TV show
“ruinous obligation” inspires sex ed for deaf
A trade group representing Amazon, Facebook, Google, and other web
companies says that online commerce sites could face “ruinous obligations”
if they are required to accommodate users with disabilities
The Internet Association makes the
argument in a proposed friend-of-the-court
brief, which urges the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals to rule that the Americans with
Disabilities Act does not apply to eBay.
“Applying regulations to all websites may
place uncertain, conflicting, burdensome,
and possibly ruinous obligations on members
of The Internet Association,” the group said in
papers filed.
The lawsuit dates to 2010, when deaf
Missouri resident Melissa Earll alleged
that eBay violated federal and state antidiscrimination laws by requiring her to
confirm her identity via the telephone before
selling used books on the site. The judge
threw out the lawsuit last year, ruling that
eBay has no obligation to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act, concurring
with eBay’s argument that the ADA, which
prohibits discrimination in “places” of public
accommodation, doesn’t extend to web-only
businesses.
Earll recently asked the court to revive her
case, saying that limiting the ADA to physical
structures leaves disabled people like herself
without protection from discrimination by
website operators.
EBay counters that the 1990 law, which
does not specifically mention discrimination
on the Internet. The Internet Association
last week asked to weigh in on eBay’s side.
The trade group argues that the web is too
technically complex to make compliance with
the ADA feasible for many companies.

“The internet is complicated, and its
technical inner workings are regulated not
by any government, but by a combination
of
individual
technologists
and
an
interconnected web of technically savvy
multi-stakeholder bodies that have overseen
the Internet’s evolution from the beginning,”
the group argues.
“Neither the Justice Department nor the
Federal Communications Commission has
a handle on what technical standards would
comply with the ADA’s requirements, in part
because existing technical standards make
for amorphous legal standards.”
The group adds that applying the ADA
to web-only companies would affect small
businesses and individuals who lack the
technical skills to design sites that would
accommodate people with disabilities.
“This potential for significant liability,
without a clear and workable legal standard
that can be complied with, would potentially
have disastrous effects on innovation and the
Internet economy,” the group says.
Earll’s lawyer, Michael Aschenbrener,
previously said that eBay could have
authenticated his client’s identity simply by
using a text messaging service.
In a similar case, a federal judge in
Massachusetts recently ruled that the
ADA applies to Netflix. In that matter, the
Judge Michael Ponsor allowed the National
Association of the Deaf to proceed with
claims that Netflix discriminates by failing to
provide closed captioning online.

300 youth clubs based on the Love Games TV series bring sex education to
people with hearing disabilities to stem high levels of HIV

Amos Simbeye grew up in a world of
silence. Until he began attending a school
for deaf children in Lusaka, Zambia, he
had limited ways of communicating and few
opportunities to learn about sex.
In a country where 14.3% of the adult
population is HIV positive, Amos and other
deaf young people are for the first time being
included in sex education, thanks to Safe
Love clubs.
The groups were set up as places to
discuss and put into action messages from
the Love Games television series, a Zambian
soap opera that focuses on relationship
issues, including HIV.
There are an estimated 16,000 people in
Zambia with hearing impairments. Because
many of the young people in this group begin
their education late, they are often older than
other secondary school students and are,
therefore, more likely to be sexually active.
However, though the Safe Love clubs started
in 2011, classes for the deaf were launched
only two months ago.
Ben Miti, executive director of the Latkings
Outreach programme, one of the partners of
the initiative, said the decision was made to
set up a club at Munali high school, Lusaka,
after health workers discovered high levels of
HIV among deaf young people there.
The school has a department for deaf
children and young people, and when 127
students who attend it were tested for HIV,
48 were found to be positive.
Miti said: “Many of these young people have
completely missed out on the conventional
messages about safe sex. Lots of warnings

The ‘Love Games’ sex education class in action

are given out over the radio or on television,
which is something they are cut off from.
There is no programme designed specifically
for the deaf. Even at health rallies, people
use megaphones to give their messages and
deaf people are again left out.
“When we saw the results we felt there was
a need for an intervention. There weren’t any
HIV programmes where deaf young people
could go to learn. We realised we had to
engage them and that we needed to open a
Safe Love club here. When we launched it
we actually had too many members for one
group so we now have two.”
At the Safe Love club, the group’s
facilitator, Humphrey Chileshe, writes the
words “Intergenerational and transactional
sexual relationships” on the board and asks
members in sign language if they know what
it means. Students take it in turns to give their
opinions about the words, which they are
learning for the first time, before Humphrey
explains step by step what they mean.
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Obama appoints deaf female lawyer to oversee disability issues
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Q & A with Claudia Gordon who will oversee disability issues in the White House. She previously dealt with potential discrimination by federal contractors

Claudia Gordon moves over from the
Dept of Labor where she dealt with potential
discrimination by federal contractors to now
work between the Obama administration
and the disability community as the White
House’s disability liaison. Her new title is
associate director in the White House Office
of Public Engagement.
The discrimination Gordon experienced
as a deaf child in Jamaica compelled her to
become a lawyer. Her family moved to the
U.S. when she was a child. She attended
New York’s Lexington School for the Deaf
where she learned sign language and later
became the first deaf student to graduate
from the American University’s Washington
College of Law. Gordon has worked for
the National Association of the Deaf Law
and Advocacy Center as well as the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security.

Growing up, who were your role
models?
My mother was my most influential role
model. She was a woman of profound faith
and perseverance up until the very day she
lost her six year battle with ovarian cancer in
2000. Growing up, I witnessed her hard work
and sacrifices as she struggled to raise my
two siblings and me, all on her own, deep
in the rural countryside of Jamaica, W.I. A
domestic servant with only an eighth grade
education, she literally scrubbed her way to
America one garment at a time. When she
immigrated to America -- the South Bronx
-- she kept right on working to ensure that
within a few years she would be reunited
with her three children, whom she had left in
the care of her eldest sister, my aunt Mildred
Taylor. My mother taught me that we all
control our own destiny and should never
become victims of our circumstances. She
taught me about the unbelievable power of
faith and love.

“My mother was my most
influential role model. She was
a woman of profound faith and
perseverance up until the very
day she lost her six year battle
with ovarian cancer in 2000.”

My aunt Mildred was also a very important
role model, along with my grandmother
Viola Parsons. In truth, I was raised by a
community of women. They were always
in the background pitching in whenever my
Mom was in need. Despite all the hardships,
they created a positive environment in which
all of us children could be properly nourished
with a sense of responsibility, dignity and
pride. My aunt Mildred is a teacher, and as
such she instilled in us the importance of a
good education. At the age of 74, she is still
teaching today.
There are scores of other individuals I
could name because behind every successful
person are plenty of people: role models,
mentors, colleagues, friends and family
members. No one gets here by him or herself
so I am grateful to a lot of people.

How did you become interested
in working for the Federal
government?
My interest in working for the Federal
government was sparked while working as
a Skadden Fellow and staff attorney at the
National Association of the Deaf (NAD) Law
and Advocacy Center from 2000-2002. The
NAD operates on a shoe-string budget and
the law center staff fluctuates from two to four
full time attorneys working tirelessly to keep
pace with incoming discrimination claims
and requests for technical assistance from
among the 36 million deaf and hard of hearing
individuals in America. It was there that I

confronted the truth that passing legislation
is one thing but actual implementation with
enforcement is another. I felt that a job with the
Federal government would more effectively
allow me to affect the actual enforcement of
laws such as the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
thereby alleviating the blatant discrimination
that people with disabilities continue to face.

Allowing you to live your life to the full and enjoy every moment

Do you struggle to hear in certain situations?
Even when wearing your hearing aid?

What inspired you to pursue your
field of interest?

◀ Listenor Pro

By my junior year in high school, I made
it known to all that I would go to law school
and become an attorney. Many shrugged off
my grand intention as wishful thinking. Some
cited my deafness as an obstacle rendering
it impractical if not impossible to pursue a
law degree. Thanks to the values that were
instilled in me during my formative years, I
understood then that those voices of doubt
neither dictated my worth nor my capacity. I
want to contribute to a better society where
there is more understanding and acceptance
of people with disabilities and where the
same opportunities are provided for all.

What keeps you motivated?
I am motivated by knowing that although
progress is being made towards inclusion and
access, there is still a great deal more work
to be done. Also, mentoring youth and young
adults with disabilities keeps me motivated.
I have an innate desire to give back. It is
uplifting when you are able to empower
another and help someone discover a sense
of self-worth and confidence in his or her
abilities.

What has been your favorite
moment since you’ve been
working for the Department of
Labor?
My work at Labor is with an agency called
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs. Yes, it’s a cumbersome name
that’s all-too-typical of “Federal speak.”
And though it’s not as well known as its
sister agencies like the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and the Civil
Rights Division at the Department of Justice,
OFCCP has powerful investigative and
regulatory authorities for protecting workers,
promoting diversity and enforcing the law.
The agency was born out of the landmark
civil rights laws of the 1960s and over its
45-year history has expanded in authority to
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include protections for women, veterans and
people with disabilities.
It’s hard to pick a single moment that stands
out in the eight months I’ve been here.Every
day I get to be a part of a team of nearly 750
dedicated public servants – working in every
part of the country – who are responsible
for holding those who do business with
the Federal government – contractors and
subcontractors – to the very reasonable
standard that they cannot discriminate on
the basis of race, color, religion, gender,
national origin, disability or status as a
protected veteran. Secretary Hilda Solis has
laid out a pretty straightforward mission for
our department: Good Jobs for Everyone. In
pursuing that mission, OFCCP is leading the
way to ensure that the reach for good jobs is
truly within the grasp of everyone.

“What I hope to look back on
is not a single moment, but
rather a series of opportunities
where I used my seat at the
table and my voice in the
decision-making process to
improve the lives of those who
seek to redeem the promise of
America.”
On a personal level, I’ve had so many
wonderful moments at the Department that
it’s difficult to pick just one. It’s always a joy
when I get to work closely with my boss,
OFCCP Director Patricia A. Shiu. She is an
intelligent and talented attorney who comes
from the advocacy world. Pat spent 26 years
as a public interest attorney fighting on behalf
of the victims of employment discrimination.
Now, she has come “on the inside” to create
change from within government. It’s that
reality of our jobs – knowing that we have
a window of opportunity to effect such
sweeping and systematic change – that
makes me proud of the work we do. When
my service to the President is over and I
have to face my family, my friends and my

communities – as an African American, as a
woman and as a deaf person – what I hope
to look back on is not a single moment, but
rather a series of opportunities where I used
my seat at the table and my voice in the
decision-making process to improve the lives
of those who seek to redeem the promise of
America, the promise that brought my mother
here all those years ago.

Recently, what has been new and
exciting about your work?
OFCCP recently published an Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM)
seeking input from the public on ways to
strengthen regulations for implementing
Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act,
which requires Federal contractors to take
affirmative action to employ and to advance
in employment qualified individuals with
disabilities. This is long overdue. Given the
fact that nearly one in four American workers
is employed by a company that receives
Federal funds for contracted work, stronger
Section 503 regulations, backed by real
enforcement, will ensure that more people
with disabilities have equal employment
opportunity in the labor force. Typically, policy
changes like this are submitted for public
comment after they’ve been formulated.
However, at OFCCP we are going to the
public – particularly to leaders and grassroots
advocates in the disability community –
before we even craft the policy changes so
that they can weigh in on our efforts and
shape the laws that will directly impact their
lives.

How do you balance work and
family life?
To be honest, I don’t. But I am blessed
with supportive family and friends who know
that the long hours I spend at work are spent
doing something important. And I know they
are proud, patient and ready to welcome me
home when this tour of duty, in service of our
country, is done.

Visit us at EUHA
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A lightweight amplified listener
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When I suddenly lost my ability to hear at
the age of eight, I was taken out of school
and kept at home to perform chores. Friends
slowly disappeared and what was usually a
cheerful hello was replaced by an awkward
smile, curious stares and even outright
ridicule. There were also those long road
trips on the bumpy Jamaican roads to distant
towns where healers would perform rituals
in attempts to cure me. I thought I was the
only deaf person in the world. I did not realize
until years later that a woman who everyone
in my town knew as “dummy,” and who
children my age would incessantly harass
with stone throwing, was deaf. Looking back,
I wish I knew her real name. What I do know
is that the life of this woman – ostracized as
“dummy” – almost became my own but for
my mother’s triumph in successfully bringing
me to America by the time I was eleven years
old.

“I thought I was the only deaf
person in the world. I did not
realise until years later that a
woman who everyone in my
town knew as “dummy,” was
deaf.”
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Listen with your Eyes premiered at the first Deaf Theatre Festival held last year in September at the Catalina Theatre

Allison Swannick, working as an intern
at the theatre, fulfilled a long-held dream to
provide a platform for the talents and skills of
deaf people in the field of drama.
Deaf theatre differs from hearing theatre
in more ways than the obvious one. The
spoken word becomes minimal and, as
signing would mean that only the deaf could
enjoy the production, the accent must be on
non-verbal communication for accessibility.

As a kid, I used to watch Mary Poppins
over and over again. Once we got a
subtitled TV, suddenly lots of things
made more sense.
One of my favourite bits is when Bert
the chimney sweep realises the wind
has changed and something is going
to happen.
And this week it happened to me.
There I was walking home from
dinner out when I realised the light
had changed. It had gone from bright
summer to dusky autumn. The seasons
were changing.
I predict that winter will bring quite a
lot of change for Deafinitely Girly.
For starters, I am planning to move
house.
So far, I have successfully done most
things via email.But yesterday it all
came unstuck, when British Gas rang
me.
You see, I wanted to find out about
sorting my gas and electric accounts
so had dropped them an email.
And they rang me.
But not only did they ring me. But the
person who rang me had the strongest
Scottish accent in existence. And I only
know this because I had absolutely no
idea what she was saying.
So I passed her to my colleague.
Who asked if she could email me.
She couldn’t. Who asked if she could
give me a number so that I could get
someone to call her back. She couldn’t.
Instead she explained that they could
only call me back.
So I pulled out my diary and
suggested a date and time. 10am,
Tuesday.
But she couldn’t as she was on
holiday.
10am Friday?
She couldn’t. She started work at
midday.
So finally, I managed to get my
colleague to arrange a call back at 1pm
on a Friday… so that I can arrange to
have someone by me to answer my
phone. To sort out my life.
I checked on the British Gas website
and it has a textphone number, but
I don’t have a textphone. And I’m not
going to get one just to contact British
Gas.
So it got me thinking, would British
Gas make an exception? So I am going
to email them to ask. I’m going to find
out if there’s an alternative that doesn’t
include a text phone.
I’ll keep you posted peeps.

www.deafinitelygirly.com

“Listen with your Eyes is an
intriguing piece of theatre that
could, with a little tweaking
and tightening up of some of
the slower scenes, be a truly
fabulous production.”
This naturally includes mime, gesture
and dance. In Listen with your Eyes Bo
Tasker, who is an expert lip reader, signer
and who also enunciates well enough to be
understood by hearing folk, plays the role of
Ben, the aging professor who is looking for
someone to help with the chores.
Responding to his advert is a young
deaf man, Niten, played with great charm
and energy by Ismael Mansoor and the
communication troubles begin. Unaware
that his new assistant is deaf, the old Prof
makes all the familiar mistakes that hearing
people make: turning his back while talking,
not securing the deaf person’s attention with
a physical touch and so on.
Once he realises that Niten is deaf, he then
jumps into the next trap which is to patronise
through over enunciation and to fall prey to
the prejudice that a person who can neither
listen nor talk must be stupid.
The situation requires a solution, and the
Prof decides to build a robot that can interpret
for them both. Here the play becomes
delightfully science fiction orientated and

The cast of Listen with Your Eyes pose with director Allison Swannick before a performance

while some of the devices used to create The
Robot are somewhat transparent and naïve,
the forged robot in the form of Darren Rajbal
is a triumph.
His exceptionally disciplined movements,
his beautifully controlled facial expressions
and his subtle and creative use of minimal
sign and gesture takes the theatrical level up
by several notches and holds it there.
The play takes a few odd turns after the
arrival of The Robot, most of them hilariously
funny such as the out of control signing
that must be much the same as listening to

sheer gobbledegook to a deaf person, and
lots of physical stuff. Having created such
a marvellous robot and imbued him with
intelligence and emotional sensitivity, Ben
and Niten have to deal with what follows.
Listen with your Eyes is an intriguing piece
of theatre that could, with a little tweaking and
tightening up of some of the slower scenes,
be a truly fabulous production. It addresses
the key issue of communication between deaf
people and hearing people with sensitivity,
humour and style. It is a memorable play and
sure to make a good impact overseas.

Dominican deaf
Charity donates
Campiagner
music kit to school music course created awarded MBE
The Brighton Lions have presented
The programme children of the
musical equipment worth £800 to
Hamilton Lodge Deaf School

The school said that the donation built on
the innovative “Music and the Deaf” work that
had been taking place at the school over the
past two years.
It has included performances from Stomp
and Dave Rowntree of Blur.
Deaf students have been learning drums,
music technology, keyboard and guitar.
The Brighton Lions donated guitars earlier
this year and were so impressed with the
results that they have now presented more
items including; drum sticks, drum stools,
guitar strings and drum skins.
Bob Brown, the president of the Brighton
Lions, said, “Brighton Lions are very pleased
to donate music equipment to Hamilton
Lodge to support music development in the
school and college.”
Principal Graham Sheppard said, “We
really appreciate the commitment of Brighton
Lions to help us expand our music work with
our deaf students.
“Every child should have the opportunity
to learn to play an instrument of their choice
regardless of any hearing impairment or
disability.
“The students are really enjoying learning
to play music.”
Hamilton Lodge Deaf School and College
is a charitable specialist school for deaf and
hearing impaired students in Walpole Road,
Brighton.
It opened in 1945 and takes students come
from across the south east, including London,
with two thirds of the students boarding
during the week.
Visit www.matd.org.uk for more info.

Hogar del Niño School has been
created by a nonprofit project run
by artist María Batlle, which aims
to promote social awareness in
partnership with Music and the Deaf

Maria Batlle of the Muse Seek Project said,
“Guided by Dr. Paul Whittaker (Music and the
Deaf, UK) I was able to achieve the first step
and on May 24th 2013, during the rehearsal
of the National Symphony Orquestra, at the
Altos de Chavón Amphitheatre (La Romana,
Dominican Republic) the music program was
launched – with the intention to promote
awareness all over the country.”
During the launch of the project the
children got, not only opportunity to meet the
Dominican National Symphony Orchestra
and Maestro José Antonio Molina, but also to
play and experience the instruments during
the rehearsal!
Each one of them played the piano and
also the cello while the others placed their
hands on it to feel the vibrations. This
exercise was repeated with percussion and
wind instruments.
The day ended with an individual interview
in which each student expressed how they
felt, trying to put into words something so
unique, unknown and fascinating - all defined
the experience with feelings of love and
happiness.
Hogar del Niño School is making a big
change, the first steps along a road which
will continue to change the minds of these
children and of all Dominicans, replacing the
word disability for capacity, turning plans into
actions and dreams into reality.
Visit www.matd.org.uk for more info.

Suzzane Bull who set up a campaign
group as part of her tireless pursuit
of equality for deaf and disabled
people has been made an MBE

Suzanne set up Attitude is Everything 13
years ago to challenge the music industry
to improve access for deaf and disabled
customers.
The organisation has since overseen more
than 70 venues and festivals signing up to a
Charter of Best Practice, thousands trained in
disability equality and a huge increase in the
number of people with disabilities accessing
live music events.
She has been recognised for services to
music, the arts and disabled people.
Ms Bull said, “15 years ago it was the same
two or three people on the viewing platform,
nowadays you need to be at the main stage
platform by 2pm to reserve a space. The
demand is there; if you build it, they will
come.”
Melvin Benn, managing director of Festival
Republic, and Bradley Hemmings, artistic
director of Greenwich and Docklands
Festivals and co-artistic director for the
Paralympic Games opening ceremony, were
just two of many influential colleagues who
supported the nomination.
Mr Hemmings said, “Suzanne has always
been both a visionary and a highly practical
problem solver in creating the highest
possible standards of access.”
Mr Benn added, “Suzanne has guided
our staff, built strong personal relationships
and is without question an expert in her field,
offering accessible advice and feedback to
the music industry and disabled customers
alike.”
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Glasgow group creates first degree course for deaf actors
Glasgow’s Deaf Youth Theatre has set up the UK’s first BA Acting Degree course for those with hearing loss
The group, set up in 2002 by artistic director
Gerry Ramage, is the UK’s only year-round,
permanent youth theatre for deaf people.
Gerry had seen the importance of helping
young deaf and hard of hearing people
become involved in theatre.
He said, “I formed the company because
I came across a lot of young people who
clearly had a lot of talent but didn’t have the
chance to take part in theatre. I wanted to
work with young people who were hard to
reach.
“Then, six years ago, we did a show that
just so happened to have a central character
who was deaf, but I found young deaf people
were not engaging with theatre.
“It would be easy to create theatre around
deaf issues, but that would become boring
for the actors.
“So when we create theatre we try to
look at issues that are relevant for all young
people, if not deaf young people.”
The group is based in The Arches, and is
putting the finishing touches to its version of
Oscar Wilde’s short story The Birthday Of
The Infanta.
No speech is used and very little sign
language. Instead, the performance is more
like mime, with live music, scents, puppetry
and lighting helping the 20 people aged 12 to
21 bring the story to life.
For the actors involved, the group gives
them a chance to meet other deaf young
people and express themselves creatively.
For some, who grow up in hearing families
and are educated in mainstream schools,
it is the first time they have met other deaf
teenagers.
Claire Clark, 19, is one of the founding
members of the group, having joined six

years ago.
The student, from East Kilbride, said,
“Acting is my passion and I don’t have any
limits when I am on stage.
“In my six years with Deaf Youth Theatre
I have never heard anyone describe being
deaf as being a barrier. Yes, it is a burden
but everyone has a burden to bear – we just
have to carry on and keep going.
“As a deaf person I don’t want to think about
it, I don’t want to think about my deafness –
I want to make a story. If I think about my
deafness that just brings me down. All you
are doing is feeling sorry for yourself.
“If you come out and tell a really good story
then that is a more powerful way of showing
we are the same as everyone else.”
In addition to teaching young people acting
skills, Deaf Youth Theatre, part of theatre
company Solar Bear, employs three deaf
theatre apprentices.
The scheme started in April this year and
will run for 16 months.
Gerry said, “The theatre apprentices
are trying to engage the more mainstream
theatre sector and showing them what being
open to deaf actors can bring to their work.
“They spend time with staff to make the
building deaf friendly and as accessible as
possible.”
Connor Bryson, from Falkirk, has been a
Deaf Youth Theatre actor for three years and
is one of the three apprentices.
The 19-year-old said acting has helped
give him a purpose in life – and he wants the
theatre group to be able to speak to people
from all walks of life.
He said, “Doing this allowed me to find
myself. Before Deaf Youth Theatre I didn’t
know what I was going to be and this gave me
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Post-Olympic
festival scrapped
The former culture secretary Jeremy
Hunt’s proposal to hold a UK-wide
biennial arts festival as part of the
Olympic legacy has been scrapped

A performance by Glasgow Deaf Youth Theatre

a purpose – I was like a born-again person.
“If all our performances were about deaf
issues then people would get bored, they
would not engage with us and they wouldn’t
come to see our shows.”
Solar Bear runs a Deaf Theatre Skills
course at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
and the idea of the BA Acting Degree Course
grew from that.
The full degree course will launch in
2015 and produce the UK’s first deaf acting
graduates.
Claire added, “We just like acting. We are
actors who happen to also be deaf.
“Other people will see us as deaf actors or
deaf people, but it is up to us to show them
we are just people, just like them.”

The Cultural Olympiad Board recently
submitted its recommendations on securing
a lasting cultural legacy following on from the
£127m arts programme that accompanied
last year’s games.
The biennale was dropped from the
board’s final recommendations, reportedly in
favour of a £10m Lottery-funded programme
to commission major works of art marking the
centenary of the First World War in 2014 to
18.
Many initiatives started under the fouryear Cultural Olympiad programme and the
London 2012 Festival will continue, according
to a spokesman from the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport.
The Legacy Trust, which is one of the
key funders tasked with securing a cultural
legacy for the games, will continue to support
six major projects that were developed in the
lead-up to 2012.
These include Abandon Normal Devices,
a digital culture festival in the North West,
and Accentuate, a programme in the South
East to increase the participation of deaf and
disabled people in culture and heritage.
In addition, the newly established Spirit of
2012 Trust will be endowed with up to £40m
from the Big Lottery Fund for a wide range of
post-Olympic community projects, including
cultural, art and educational activities.
The Trust will shortly confirm successful
applicants in its latest round of funding.
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LIVERPOOL PLAYHOUSE
CAP AND BSL PERFORMANCES
20 Stories High with Liverpool Everyman and Playhouse and Curve Theatre Leicester present

MELODY LOSES
HER MOJO
Written and directed by Keith Saha

BSL interpreted performance
Sat 28 Sep at 2pm
Liverpool Everyman and Playhouse, Glasgow Citizens Theatre
and Royal Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh present

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
A new adaptation by Chris Hannan. Based on the novel by Fyodor Dostoyevsky
Directed by Dominic Hill
Captioned performance
Sat 19 Oct at 2pm
Liverpool Everyman and Playhouse presents

The Rock ‘n’ Roll panto

ALADDIN

By Sarah A Nixon and Mark Chatterton. Directed by Mark Chatterton
BSL interpreted performance
Tue 7 Jan At 2pm
Captioned performance
Sat 11 Jan at 1.30pm

Liverpool Playhouse, Williamson Square, Liverpool, L1 1EL (Under the Radio City Tower)

0151 709 4776 WWW.EVERYMANPLAYHOUSE.COM
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Google Glass: Not for hearing impaired

Lisa A. Goldstein
I applied for Google’s Glass Explorer
program hoping for the chance to influence
the design to make it more accessible for
people with disabilities.
As a freelance journalist who happens to
be deaf, I dashed off the following tweet in
response to the contest question: what would
you do with Google Glass? “One word:
Captioning. Movies, shows, public events,
people I have trouble lip-reading (mustaches
are so 70s!). #ifihadglass.”

“When Glass speaks, there’s
no captioning of what it says.
In other words, Glass isn’t
accessible for people who
can’t understand speech.”

Profoundly deaf since birth, I wear a
cochlear implant and digital hearing aid. I
speak and read lips, but cannot understand
speech without seeing the speaker’s face or
reading captions. Instant captioning would
make my life easier in many respects — for
that person who mumbles or has a thick
foreign accent, when I miss announcements
or other audible information, or when I’m at
a venue that doesn’t have captions. I was
excited thinking about the possibilities, both
professionally and personally.
A month after I sent that tweet, I was
notified that I was one of 8,000 people
selected for the program — among the
145,000 mentions of #ifihadglass on Twitter
and Google+. Naturally, I posted on social
media and reveled as my family, friends and
even strangers congratulated me.
I was concerned about the physical fit of
Glass with my hearing aid, since it’s bulky
near that ear. I also wondered whether there
would be electromagnetic inference (EMI)
with my hearing aid or cochlear implant. What
with the gear on my head, titanium rod in my
femur, smartphone at the ready, I’m already a
Bionic Woman. Wearing Google Glass could
either complete my costume or make me feel
like a human disco ball. I’m already a Bionic
Woman. Wearing Google Glass could either

complete my costume or make me feel like a
human disco ball.
When I was notified of Glass’ availability,
I was told I had two weeks to schedule a
pickup in San Francisco, Los Angeles or New
York, where I would fork over $1,500 (plus
travel expenses) for the right to be a guinea
pig.
Before I considered doing so, I
needed some answers to my questions.
Unfortunately, there was no email address or
chat option for customer service. In my quest
for an accessible device from a company that
started off as internet-only, I had to rely on
my hearing husband once again to make a
phone call for me, this time to the Glass help
line.
Since there’s a large Google office in
Pittsburgh where I live, I asked if I could pick
up Google Glass there instead. There are
people in this city with Glass, so trying on one
of theirs would help me answer the question
about fit, but EMI can be intermittent. I’d
need more than a day to see if there was
a problem. The risk of wasting time and
money traveling to New York only to send
Glass back a week later is a real possibility.
Ideally, Google would recognize this risk and
accommodate me.

“Unfortunately, Google
insisted I gamble my own
money to travel to one of its
fitting showrooms, just to
buy Glass from an employee
offering free booze.”

We called back, explained the situation
again and asked for an update. Between that
phone call and the email I received later that
day, I was told that Glass was not hearing-aid
compatible. There were no assurances that
EMI wouldn’t be a problem.
I also asked new questions about
accessibility features. Reports from other
Explorers began to surface, and I started
to wonder if Glass and I would be able to
understand each other. My deaf accent
may prohibit me from telling Glass what to

The jury is still out on Google’s new technology

do. Siri doesn’t understand my accent, so I
was curious about Glass’ voice recognition.
The representative’s response was, “I think
it might be better than Siri.” Sorry, but that’s
not good enough to justify a plane ticket and
hotel stay.
There’s also no alternate way for me to
input some commands — for example,
through an app or by typing on a phone.
Anyone who has watched the Saturday Night
Live spoof of Google Glass recognizes the
value of discreet input and the option to use
a smartphone app to issue commands and
type words.
The communication barrier goes both
ways. When Glass speaks, there’s no
captioning of what it says. While the agent
mentioned anecdotes of people with hearing
loss remarking about the benefit of the
bone conduction speaker, my deafness is
more profound. In other words, Glass isn’t
accessible for people who can’t understand
speech.
Unfortunately, Google insisted I gamble
my own money to travel to one of its fitting
showrooms, just to buy Glass from an
employee offering free booze. I emailed
Glass Support and turned down the invitation
to the Explorer program.
Perhaps Glass 5.0 will be worth purchasing,
albeit without the Glass Explorer cachet.
Then again, I was wearing batteries on my
head before they were trendy.

Danish hearing aid makers William Demant Holding and GN Store Nord reported rising profits as the global population
ages, but cuts in Europe and stiff competition mean both will need to launch new products
products in 2012.
It said it had lost revenue of more than
100 million crowns in countries such as
Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands,
where governments, struggling with slowing
economic growth, have cut subsidies for
more expensive product ranges.
The company said it would launch its
biggest ever range of new products in the
second half of the year, including a number
of mid-priced devices.
GN’s product range has higher, mid- and
lower priced products, shielding it from
European subsidy cuts, and has more sales
exposure in the growing markets like the
United States and Asia than rival William
Demant.
“We are in the unique situation that we
have hearing aid technology that we believe
is unique and will take advantage of that
technological lead as much as we can in
the coming years,” said GN’s chief financial
officer Anders Boyer.
GN has several products which beat the
competition on measures such as integrating
2.4 gigahertz technology into hearing aids
rather than having to carry it in a separate
device, for instance around the neck.
“GN is more about revolution in terms of
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TfL launches
app competition
Transport for London is looking for
developers to build an accessible
travel application

Danish hearing aid makers
boosted by new technology

With the global ageing trend “without
parallel in human history”, according to
the United Nations, the market for hearing
aids has become more competitive, with
companies trying to lure consumers with
newer, sophisticated devices.
GN Store Nord reported the strongest
organic sales growth in more than seven
years, spurred by the launch of new products,
including the ReSound Verso hearing aid line.
It saw second quarter underlying operating
profit jump nearly 60 percent
William Demant reported a more modest
operating profit increase of just under 2
percent in the first half but said it aimed for
a comeback in the mid-price segment in the
second half of the year. Both companies kept
their outlooks unchanged.
Shares in GN rose to their highest level
since 2001, according to Reuters data, while
Demant shares traded down 3.3 percent by
1030 GMT against a 0.2 percent fall in the
Copenhagen stock exchange’s benchmark
index.
GN and rival Sonova have won over many
customers with their more technologically
advanced and broadly priced hearing aids,
leaving William Demant struggling to market
its primarily high-end, more expensive,
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One of the devices made by GN Store Nord

products, whereas William Demant is more
about evolution of a strong product portfolio,”
said Sydbank analyst Morten Imsgard.
“Two years ago, I think many people would
have laughed if someone had said that GN
would be a more profitable company than
William Demant,” Imsgard said.
In the second quarter, GN ReSound
reported an EBITA margin, excluding
restructuring costs of 19.2 percent compared
with a first half EBIT margin of 19.3 percent
for William Demant.
ReSound was well on its way to meet its
target for an EBITA margin of around 20
percent for the year, the company said.

The competition is designed to encourage
an increase in the number of apps focused
on passengers with accessibility needs.
Many bus and rail passengers are unable
to use conventional means of accessing realtime public transport information because
they encounter physical or communication
barriers.
Apps are fast-proving that simple
features which help disabled people receive
information, communicate and navigate can
greatly improve their quality of life.
For example, blind or partially sighted
passengers, deaf or hearing impaired
passengers, and those with learning or motor
difficulties could all benefit from apps that
make services more accessible.
The judges will be awarding prizes in
categories such as ‘demonstrating simplicity,’
‘delivering innovation,’ ‘meeting the needs
of specific groups,’ and ‘effective use of
specialist features.’ There will also be a
discretionary judges’ award. Up to £5,000 is
on offer for award winners.
Entries must be received by
30
August. To enter, visit www.tfl.gov.uk/
businessandpartners/syndication/25963.
aspx
To help applicants, TfL’s partner in the
competition, OneVoice ICT, has published a
document, ‘The Seven Steps to Accessible
Mobile Apps,’ which gives an idea of what the
judges are looking for in an accessible App.
To
view
the
document,
visit
www.onevoiceict.org/first-seven-stepsaccessible-mobile-apps

New device translates
sign language into text
Researchers have developed a novel
computer system that enables deaf
people to translate gestures used in
sign language into text
Using the new technology, people who
are deaf or hard of hearing can simply type
words and sentences using a keyboard and
read those typed to them, researchers said.
Researchers Microsoft Asia and the
Institute of Computing Technology at the
Chinese Academy of Sciences in this latest
effort turned to Microsoft’s Kinect device.
They showcased the software that has been
developed for the Kinect that successfully
translates American Sign Language (ASL)
into text, www.Phys.org reported.
The system operates in two modes:
The first, called simply Translation Mode,
translates physical hand or body movements
into text or speech.
The second, called Communication
Mode, allows a person speaking in ASL to
communicate with someone else who is
communicating in typed English.
The system uses an Avatar to translate
text coming from someone typing text on a
keyboard, then converts their response to
text and sends it back to the other person.
The demonstration by researchers showed
that the system is capable of translating
sentences, not just words, a significant step
forward.
The researchers stressed that their
system is still a work in progress but hope
to eventually create a system that is fully
functional and reasonably inexpensive.
Researchers said that would mean a
Kinect based communication system that
operates entirely with hand gestures and
spoken words - all in real time. Also, it would
allow for conversion to other sign language
dialects as well.
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BSL now part of children’s curriculum

Thousands of babies and children in the UK are now exposed to sign supported English, in nurseries and schools,
thanks to a mother of two profoundly deaf daughters
Kathy Robinson hoped that one day all
children would be exposed to sign language
at an early age and that the use of sign
language as a multi-sensory memory clue
to children’s early language and literacy
learning would be accepted as an integral
part of the national curriculum.
After 15 years of research and
development and with the help of leading
awarding organisation , Kathy’s vision has
finally become a reality.
For the first time, ‘Using/Promoting
Signing to Advance Speech, Language and
Communication’ are Level 2 and 3 optional
units in the Children and Young People’s
Diploma.
Kathy is the founder of award-winning
‘Signs for Success’, an organisation that
trains parents, early years’ practitioners,
childminders, teachers, class assistants,
adult tutors, speech therapists and health
visitors
‘Signs for Success’ is one of NOCN’s
registered centres and delivers the
‘Using/Promoting Signing to Advance
Speech, Language and Communication’
qualification as stand-alone Continuous
Professional Development with the support
of the company’s pioneering Early Years
Foundation Stage distance learning course.
Kathy said, “I knew that sign language had
to be part of the curriculum and not be seen
as an ‘add on’. It needed to contribute and
add value to the curriculum or it would never
be accepted.”
“When my daughters Sarah and Joanne
were struggling to lipread teachers in their
mainstream school, I wondered what it would
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My name
is Matthew
Munson and I
am hearing.
I am learning
BSL and
writing a
quarterly
column about
how I get on...
I recently re-sat my Level 2, 202
exam. If you don’t know, 202 is a fiveminute presentation to camera on a
particular topic (I chose holiday). I have
an atrocious short-term memory, so
trying to ensure that I’d got everything
in my head, in the right order, was
tremendously difficult.

Sarah with daughter Megan (left), Kathy, and Joanne holding baby Martha (right)

it be like if their teachers signed key signs as
they spoke.
“I had become aware that the deaf people
I knew with BSL (British Sign Language) as
their first language, all had hearing children
whose spoken language and literacy
development was in advance of their peers.
“I was intrigued to know why. Had the visual
and physical nature of signing helped in the
very early developmental years to clarify the
spoken and written word?”
Kathy’s Signing to Advance Speech,
Language and Communication course
contains hundreds of sign supported English

Support key for hearing
impaired children at school

Getting a good start in education is crucial for every child at pre-school, but
for hearing impaired kids there are often additional challenges to overcome

According to the National Deaf Children’s
Society (NDCS), there are over 45,000
children with hearing impairment in the UK
and not all of them get off to a flying start
when they enter education at nursery age.
Ruth Wallace, Head of Information and
Publications at NDCS, told Hearing Times
that without the right support, deaf children
are vulnerable to isolation and low levels of
achievement.
“An undiagnosed deaf child aged three will
only know around 25 words, compared to
700 words for hearing children of the same
age,” she said.
“With the right support, however, deaf
children can achieve on par with other
children.”
Along with their 30 year campaign to
promote neo-natal screening, which has
helped the early diagnoses of hearing
problems, NDCS is promoting awareness
among nurseries which can often be the next
developmental stage where impairment is
detected.
Early education and nursery staff are
central to the campaign, which seeks to
improve the chances of hearing impaired
youngsters.
According to Ruth, nursery staff should
consult with the parents of a deaf child who
would already obtained a lot of information
on their child’s hearing loss.
“Most local authorities employ specialist
Teachers of the Deaf who can offer advice
and support and some local health services
employ speech and language therapist who
can also assist,” she said.
“Staff can also use NDCS guidance and
a DVD we have produced for early years

Education

setting which is free of charge.”
Kiddi Caru, a nursery group which operates
in the Midlands and Southern England, told
Hearing Times that it has a lot of experience
with hearing related issues.
“Although we do not currently care for a
deaf child, we have in the recent past done
so and also employed a member of staff who
was deaf,” the nursery group stated.
“Ensuring inclusion of a deaf child within a
nursery environment is a mixture of common
sense, communication with the child’s
parents and a little bit of research.”
According to Kiddi Caru, all their employees
receive training in Makaton, which is designed
to support spoken language through signs,
symbols and speech.
“There are some simple things to put in
place,” said Jo Cook Nursery Manager at
Kiddi Caru, Exeter.
“For example, make sure that there is a
visual timetable and use words and images
so that the child understands how their time
will be spent during the course of the day.”
Parents of deaf children can find the
transition from home to a nursery setting a
big step.
NDCS’s campaign recognises this and
said that its DVD will help parents as much
as education professionals.
In addition, NDCS has a factsheet entitled
‘Which school for your deaf child?’ which has
relevant information for parents about early
stages education.
According to Ruth, producing a good
listening environment, without reverberation
and background noise, is a simple measure
that any nursery can start with and this is
beneficial for hearing and deaf children, alike.

activities to plan, carry out and evaluate,
providing practitioners with a specialism and
expertise to progress not only their careers
but to transform the lives of children.
The course uses key BSL signs in spoken
English sentences. This has a powerful
impact on the brain because children SEE,
FEEL, HEAR and DO Words. Add the use of
fingerspelling, and you have a fast track to
phonics.
Through evaluation, case studies and
research, the innovative methodology
has been tried and tested and proven
phenomenally successful.

Audiology course
scrapped in Ireland
More than 20 students training to be
audiologists are in academic limbo
after Athlone Institute of Technology
cancelled a year into their studies
The four-year programme began last
autumn, but the college has blamed the
absence of accreditation from a British
professional body on its decision to
discontinue the BSc in Audiology.
While registration with a professional or
regulatory organisation does not appear to
be necessary for work as an audiologist,
questions remain about how the course
was allowed to proceed without certainty
over clinical placements or job prospects for
students.
“We were told it wasn’t yet accredited but
we were given to think it would be sorted
out. It’s been a waste of a year and it’s cost
around €5,000 for accommodation and fees
and everything else,” said Marina, one of the
students, from Ballina, Co Mayo.
She and at least one classmate are now
lined up to continue their studies at University
of Southampton, where they can proceed
into second year of an accredited audiology
degree course. However, the fees are €9,000
a year, and she is trying to set up funding.
The cancellation leaves taxpayers with
a hefty bill, as tuition fees for 21 students
are likely to have been in the region of
€200,000. While AIT has offered the option
of progressing to second year of an alternate
BSc in Health Science with Audiological
Sciences, most students are unlikely to take
it.
In a letter to students, AIT registrar Dr
Joseph Ryan said the college apologised
for the situation. They had been told in
June there was a risk of the course being
cancelled, but had believed it would continue
in September, only to be it would not.

That’s not to say I didn’t find it
incredibly dispiriting when I failed the
first time … and then the second. My
teacher was wonderfully supportive,
and I was gutted when she revealed
that she was moving onto pastures
new.
I was still determined to pass – I
wanted that qualification – so it was
then that I moved to the Margate Deaf
School, who were offering me the
chance to have a course of refresher
lessons before the exam.
It was interesting sitting in a class
with other learners who had their own
experiences of learning the language
(I’d hijacked their Level 2 class!), and
it buoyed my confidence as we sat
and talked and signed – I realised
that I could sign, something I’d almost
forgotten over the summer and my two
failures. Funny how these things can
knock your confidence, isn’t it?
After 10 weeks, it was time for me to
sit down and be filmed again. My heart
was pounding, my palms were sweaty
and my face felt frozen into just one
expression; vague terror.
The teacher, who I’d got to know
and like over the previous couple
of months, helped me focus on the
matter in hand, and I then remembered
something; I’d passed my 201 and 203
exams without a problem, so it wasn’t
as if I couldn’t ‘do’ exams at all. I went
for it with gusto after that.
The next few weeks were tense. I
knew it would take some time for me
to get the result through, but that didn’t
mean it didn’t weight heavily on my
mind. I really wanted to pass this time
(my third attempt) and start to plan
for Level 3, and my two failures had
weighed heavily on my mind.
Ironic, then, that I’d managed to
forget all about it on this one particular
day. I was merrily working away on my
latest book when an email popped into
my inbox, and I didn’t immediately twig
who it was from – my teacher.
It was only as I opened it did I realise
what the email was. My heart jumped
into my mouth, and then I literally
jumped for joy when I saw the fateful
words – “You’ve passed!”
This pass mark, out of the six exams
for the two levels that I’ve studied for,
is the sweetest of them all, and I will
treasure it forever!
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Doctors give boy ears from his ribs
Kieran Sorkin, 8, born deaf and without any ears will grow a set from his own ribs thanks to Great Ormond Street
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Surgeons will use eight-year-old Kieran
Sorkin’s cartilage to build a pair of ears and
graft them on to the side of his head.
His birth condition, microtia, affects just
one in 100,000 babies on both sides of the
head and left Kieran with only small lobes
where his ears should be.
Kieran’s hearing is improving gradually
thanks to several operations and a hearing
aid anchored to his bone, but all he wants is
a pair of ears so he looks like other children
in the playground.
In a show of solidarity and to help the
charity that have supported his family, who
live in Bushey, Kieran’s big sister, Mia, 10, cut
off her waist-length hair to raise money. She
was joined by one of Kieran’s classmates,
Ayelet Ezekiel. The pair were sponsored,
with the £1,100 they have raised going to the
Jewish Deaf Association and the hair to Chai
Cancer Care.
Kieran’s mother, Louise, 37, a pre-school
practitioner, said, “Kieran is a special little
guy and he works really hard. He’s gentle
and a typical eight-year-old boy who likes
cricket and football. Kieran is always trying
to make friends but he has found children
always asking questions about it. They ask
‘Why are your ears like this?’ His only excuse
is ‘That’s what God gave me.’ The teasing
is starting already and we need to get the
operation done as soon as possible before
he starts senior school. He wants to look like
everyone else and not be asked questions.”
Two teams of surgeons, lead by GOSH lead
clinician for plastic surgery Neil Bulstrode, will
work together during the six-hour operation
next year. One team will create pockets in the

Kieran Sorkin, 8, relaxing with his sister on a summer’s day before his surgery later this year

side of Kieran’s head while the other removes
cartilage from six of his ribs.
Mr Bulstrode said, “From the cartilage I will
carve a framework in the shape of an ear for
both sides. Then I will place that framework
in pockets under the skin, which is sucked
down with a vacuum so that the skin conforms
to the contours of the ear framework.” Kieran

will have a follow-up operation.
Sue Cipin, executive director of the Jewish
Deaf Association, said: “We are delighted to
have been able to support the Sorkin family
over the years and the girls’ kindness and
generosity means that we will be able to
continue helping other families give the best
possible start in life to their deaf children.”

Diary of a cochlear implant: part two

Hearing Times

I get an email saying I am now having my
op on 12 April. It’s brilliant the second attempt
is going to happen so quickly.
12 April
Within half an hour of my early morning
arrival, I get to see the anaesthetist, a good
sign that today really is going to be the day!
I’m told I’m going down at 9am. There is no
time to worry about the op, which I guess is
for the best.
In fact, I’m anaesthetised even earlier, at
830am. The first thing I tell the nurses when I
come round is that I want to get up and go for
a walk! I guess I just don’t like lying around
doing nothing. However, this is one time
where you don’t have much choice.
They tell me the two-hours of surgery have
gone well, and that I’m being transferred to
a ward.
I’m not feeling too bad, although my head
is all bandaged up like a rugby prop’s. From
hearing the tales of others with CIs, I’d been
expecting to feel worse.
Finally I’m allowed to get up and take
myself to the toilet – only for a nosebleed to
start. I take this as a sign to take it easy.
I am given some painkillers. My lips feel
pushed inwards where they put a tape over
them during the op.
Once the painkillers wear off, my head
really starts to hurt, and the tinnitus is quite
bad. It feels like someone’s drilling into my
skull, which, after all, is exactly what they did!
I have to stay in overnight, the norm for
cochlear implants. Given the big bandage
and my sore head, I only manage a couple
of hours’ sleep.
I’m longing to be at home in my own bed,
and to be allowed to move around more.

13 April
I’m pleased to get the green light to go
home today. The bandage is removed, and
I get an X-ray to make sure the implant is
where it should be. I’m given paracetamol,
ibuprofen and a course of anti-biotics, the
latter because I didn’t have time for the
meningitis jab which most CI patients have at
least a fortnight before surgery.
Six weeks of complete silence lie ahead.
I haven’t thought too much about this – I’ve
even been looking forward to the peace
and quiet before the hard work begins! I’ll
be communicating orally and by BSL and
lip-reading. I just hope my colleagues write
things down if necessary – returning to work
is my biggest communication concern.
24 April
At the post-op appointment, my ear is
checked, along with the progress of the
wound healing. The doctor says the surgery
went well, and my X-ray afterwards showed
no problems. He also tells me to relieve the
pressure on my ear from my glasses – which
can push on the wound and cause infection.
Also today I have an initial pre-tuning
appointment, and pick up my CI goodies,
including processor, batteries and magnet. It
finally sinks in that I’ve had the implant.
But I’ve still got three weeks before the big
switch-on. Then I’ll need more appointments,
and I’ll be seen after a week, a month,
three and six months to develop my hearing
gradually.
I’ll only be able to hear beeps, no definite
sounds, and will have to “learn” how to hear
all over again. You have to work at locating
sounds, where they’re coming from, and
what they are.

Justin Evans has now had his cochlear implant

25 April
I get a letter in the post for the switch-on – it
will be 10 May.
Late April/Early May
It’s back to the grindstone at work, and I’m
having to explain to some colleagues I can’t
hear anything until the switch on. I’m not really
concerned about the communication issues
at work, though, I’m more concerned with
catching up with the mountain of paperwork
and emails that was waiting for me!   
I’m also looking forward to being able to
hear music, as well as everything else, more
clearly, and to getting back in the gym as no
strenuous exercise is allowed for six weeks
after the surgery.
I’ve got bad tinnitus, but that will subside
after the switch on. I’m really looking forward
to everything settling down!
Read Part 3 of Justin’s Journey in the
Winter edition of Hearing Times
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Artifical ear grown in US lab Obesity linked to deafness

US scientists say they have moved a step closer to being able to grow a
complete human ear from a patient’s cells

For the first time researchers have linked being obese to hearing loss

In a new development in tissue engineering,
they have grown a human-like ear from
animal tissue.
The ear has the flexibility of a real ear,
say researchers at Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston.
The technique may one day be used to
help people with missing or deformed outer
ears, they believe.
Tissue engineering is a growing field in
medical science, where substitute organs are
made in the laboratory in the hope of using
them to replace damaged ones.
This research is a significant step forward
in preparing the tissue-engineered ear for
human clinical trials”
The US research team is working on
artificial living ears to help people born with
malformed ears or who have lost them in
accidents or trauma.
Previously the researchers had grown an
artificial ear, the size of a baby’s, on a mouse.
In the latest development, published in the
Journal of the Royal Society Interface, they
took living tissues from cows and sheep and
grew them on a flexible wire frame that has
the 3D shape of a real human ear.
This was then implanted into a rat whose
immune system they had suppressed
enabling the ear to grow.
“We’ve demonstrated the first full-sized
adult human ear on the rat model,” Dr
Thomas Cervantes, who led the study, told
BBC News.
It was significant for several reasons, he
said.
“One - we were able to keep the shape of
the ear, after 12 weeks of growth in the rat.
And then secondly we were also able to keep

Ed Gould
Researchers from Columbia University,
in the United States, found that there is a
link between obesity in teenagers and the
development of hearing problems.
Professor Anil Lalwani of the Department of
Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery
at the university, told Hearing Times that
there were elevated hearing thresholds found
among his sample group of adolescents.
“Obesity has been identified as a risk factor
for hearing loss in adolescents and adults,”
he said.
“But we are unable to state if it occurs
earlier than that.”
The study used data collected in the period
of 2005 to 2006 by the National Centre for
Health Statistics, the US body that deals with
disease control and prevention data.
The survey amassed a wide range
of statistics from a large group of
1,500 individuals, making a nationally
representative sample of adolescents, aged
between 12 and 19.
From this, the scientists were able to
identify a link between those teenagers
who are overweight and those with hearing
impairment.
“This is the first paper to show that obesity is
associated with hearing loss in adolescents,”
said Anil.
The results point to some public health
implications both in the United States and
elsewhere.
“Adolescents with obesity should receive
regular hearing screening so they can be
treated appropriately to avoid cognitive and
behavioural issues,” Anil added.
The study identified that hearing loss

A scientist holding the newly lab grown ear

the natural flexibility of the cartilage.”
The cells were grown on a titanium wire
scaffold that is modelled on the dimensions
of a real human ear, taken from CT scans.
The new work shows that in theory it is
possible to grow up enough cells - at least in
animals - to make a full-size human ear.
“In a clinical model, what we would do
is harvest a small sample of cartilage, that
the patient has, and then expand that so we
could go ahead and do the same process,”
said Dr Cervantes.
“This research is a significant step forward
in preparing the tissue-engineered ear for
human clinical trials.”
He said he expected that the process could
move into human clinical trials.
Other research into bioengineered organs
is progressing fast. About a dozen patients
have received transplants of artificial wind
pipes coated with stem cells taken from
either the patient or a donor.
Meanwhile, a kidney grown in the
laboratory has been transplanted into a rat.

problems were linked to obesity across the
board of the frequencies audible to humans.
There was a significant loss associated
with frequencies from 0.5 kHz to 4 kHz.
The paper stated that the data used
was adjusted for teenagers who had been
exposed to loud noise, so that it did not skew
the results.
The problem of noise exposure through
work and the use of earphones were all
factored in.
Asked whether an obese person, who
goes on to lose weight, might expect an
improvement, Anil said that there is hope.
“But there is no data to suggest that this is
true,” he added.
Another question that the science cannot
yet fully answer is the cause of the hearing
loss associated with obesity.
“We cannot establish causation, but we
suggest several possible mechanisms,”
Lalwani said.
One possible reason, put forward in the
study, is that as adipose tissue, which stores
energy, secretes certain hormones leading
to obesity-induced inflammation which may
contribute to organ damage of the ear.
Obesity may also indirectly contribute to
hearing loss as a result of associated weight
problems such as cardiovascular disease
which has been shown elsewhere to be
negatively associated with peripheral hearing
function.
Anil told Hearing Times that he plans to
continue research into this area.
“We would like to investigate the
mediators of obesity related hearing loss in
adolescents,” he said.
Advertisement

WEA Cornwall - Part-Time Courses for Adults 2013-14

Justin Evans, a 42-year-old married father of three, was diagnosed as being profoundly deaf when he was five.
Juliet England
03 April
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The WEA (Workers Educational
Association) was founded in 1903 and is
the UK’s largest voluntary sector provider
of adult education, delivering 9,500 part
time courses for over 74,000 people each
year in England and Scotland. WEA
courses available in Cornwall include:

Lip Reading & Managing Hearing Loss

British Sign Language

2-Day Workshops available throughout
Cornwall for Beginners & Follow-up.






Introduction to BSL, Penzance
Entry Level BSL, Liskeard
BSL Level 1, Truro
BSL Level 2, Truro

Day time classes run each term
throughout the year at Bodmin, Bude,
Falmouth and Truro, suitable for anyone
with a hearing impairment.
Makaton Workshops for Parents & Carers

Braille
Braille classes run each term throughout
the year, based at Truro.

Contact: WEA, 47 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2NS

01872 320036

The WEA is committed to
equality and diversity.

cornwalloffice@wea.org.uk

Registered Charity Number: 1112775 & Company Limited by Guarantee in England and Wales No: 2806910 and in Scotland SCO39239
Registered Office: 70/72 Clifton Street, London, EC2A4JE
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Hearing Link interview Larry Lamb about his hearing loss

Gavin and Stacey/EastEnders actor Larry Lamb developed a profound hearing loss in his right ear in 2010, thought to be as a result of malaria after a trip to
Senegal. The star talks about adjusting to his one sided hearing loss in a Q & A with Hearing Link
He now wears a CROS hearing aid,
enabling sound from his right (deaf) side to
be picked up and transmitted by infrared to
his left (hearing) side.
Larry says he has learnt to adapt to his
hearing loss and is typically matter of fact
about the effect it has had on his life.

Do you tell people you have a
hearing loss?
I tell people I’m a bit deaf in my right ear. I
think it’s absurd that people don’t talk about
their hearing loss. My eyesight’s not too good
and I wear glasses. Now I’m also Mutt ‘n’ Jeff.

How do people react when you
tell them?
I think people are grateful that they
know about my hearing loss and can try
and accommodate it. If I’m not wearing my
hearing aid I move myself so that people are
on my good side.

We know you wear a CROS
hearing aid. Can you explain what
this type of hearing aid does?
The hearing aid on my right (deaf) side
picks up sound on that side and transmits it
by infrared to my good ear.
Forget a sense of directional sound, that’s
gone. But my hearing aid does a brilliant job
if people are speaking to me on my deaf side.

How much time did it take to get
the best hearing aids for you?
How many different hearing aids
did you try? How many visits to
the audiologist for adjustment?
Are they NHS or private?
Both my parents are slightly deaf now that
they’re older. My sister sorted their hearing
aids and looked at NHS and private ones.

And she found the most up to date state of
the art private aids for me. I was fortunate
enough to be able pay for these.
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British AcAdemy of Audiology
10th AnnuAl conference

Building skills for the future

“I don’t get uptight about my
hearing loss.”
I didn’t have to try loads out. It was really
easy to get fitted up; I had an assessment,
we talked about the best aids for me, it was
trial before you buy. They provided a great
follow up service and I can go back any time.
All in all getting the best aid for me took a
couple of days.

Full con
feren
from £2 ce
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18th & 19th November 2013
Manchester Central Conference
Centre, Manchester, UK

How long did it take to get used
to your hearing aid?
Not long at all. Since my good ear receives
the sound from my bad ear I didn’t have
the problem other people have with weird,
surprising or difficult sounds.

How do your hearing aids feel
comfort-wise?
My aids are very comfortable, in fact most
of the time I’m not aware they’re there.
They’re so light and tiny. The hearing aid
is the same colour as my hair and my hair
covers it. Unless someone looks very close
up they won’t see it.

Do you ever prefer not to wear
your hearing aids?
At first I used to wear my hearing aids
all the time, but now, three years on, I find
there’s more and more situations where I can
get by without them.
I would wear them at a dinner party where
I know people would be talking to me on my
deaf side, and maybe the theatre or cinema.

Do you use bluetooth tech?

Larry Lamb, Eastenders and Gavin & Stacey star, reveals his thoughts and feelings on hearing

Yes. When I use the neck loop with my
bluetooth compatible mobile phone I can
hear really well as it blocks out background
noise.

What do you think people can
do to challenge the stigma of
hearing loss?
I think our society has to learn to accept
that no one’s perfect. We’re all different, and
that’s part of the rich tapestry of life. I think
we’re too preoccupied with the search for
perfection and perfect health.

The discovery provides new insights into the sensory organ’s developmental process and sets the stage for
laboratory models of disease, drug discovery and potential treatments for hearing loss and balance disorders
tension from the pull of cells on each other,
said Karl R. Koehler, B.A., the paper’s first
author and a graduate student in the medical
neuroscience graduate program at the IU
School of Medicine.
“The three-dimensional culture allows the
cells to self-organize into complex tissues
using mechanical cues that are found during
embryonic development,” Koehler said.
“We were surprised to see that once
stem cells are guided to become inner-ear
precursors and placed in 3-D culture, these
cells behave as if they knew not only how to
become different cell types in the inner ear,
but also how to self-organize into a pattern
remarkably similar to the native inner ear,” Dr.
Hashino said. “Our initial goal was to make
inner-ear precursors in culture, but when we
did testing we found thousands of hair cells
in a culture dish.”
Electrophysiology testing further proved
that those hair cells generated from stem
cells were functional, and were the type that
sense gravity and motion. Moreover, neurons
like those that normally link the inner-ear
cells to the brain had also developed in the
cell culture and were connected to the hair
cells.
Additional research is needed to determine

These are stem-cell-derived sensory hair cells
(in red) with hair bundles (green) Cellular nuclei
are shown in blue.

how inner-ear cells involved in auditory
sensing might be developed, as well as how
these processes can be applied to develop
human inner-ear cells, the researchers said.
However, the work opens a door to better
understanding of the inner-ear development
process as well as creation of models for
new drug development or cellular therapy to
treat inner-ear disorders, they said.

My approach is matter of fact and I don’t
get uptight about the fact I don’t hear well.
But, I do appreciate that there are many
people with a more severe loss than me. And
of course their reactions to hearing loss may
be very different from mine.

What advice would you give to
someone who knows they have
a hearing loss but is reticent to
seek help?

Hamilton Lodge

School & College - Primary to FE
Child Centred Education
01273 682362

Ne
Why choose
w
Hamilton Lodge?
We have produced a free DVD
so that you can get a flavour
of Hamilton Lodge in the
comfort of your own home.
If you would like us to send
you a DVD please email us at;
admin@HamiltonLSC.co.uk

We teach each one of our Primary, Secondary and Further Education students to;
• successfully acquire language and communication skills using English, SSE &BSL
• develop emotionally, socially & spiritually
• be healthy and fit and enjoy leisure time
• become confident and independent young
people ready to be able to continue learning and enter employment

Invitation to visit us

Key Dates for your Diary:
• Closing date for abstract submissions: 15th July 2013
• Closing date for award nominations: 30th August 2013
• Early bird price valid until: 30th September 2013

We always encourage potential students and their parents/carers to visit us
so that they can make an informed decision about the future. Please do not
hesitate to book a place at one of the following open evening/days,
or arrange an individual visit to suit you: admin@HamiltonLSC.co.uk

Delegate registration, abstract submission and award
nominations are now open at: www.baaudiology.org

College Open Evening – 10th October
School & College Open Day – 23rd January
School & College Open Day – 10th May

If you have any questions please contact
the BAA events team at
events@baaudiology.org / 01506 292042
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Fantastic technology is out there. Make the
most if it, it will enhance your life.

Which? launch new
hearing aid guide

The new guide will give people with
hearing loss the help they need to
ensure they get the hearing aid that
is right for them

‘How to get the best hearing aid’, provides
in-depth advice for anyone who is unsure
about the steps they need to take in order to
improve their hearing.
The advice covers all steps; from getting a
hearing assessment from an Audiologist, to
choosing a hearing aid and what they should
do if there are any problems once it has been
fitted.
Action on Hearing Loss Senior Audiologist
Gemma Twitchen said, “It’s fantastic to work
in partnership with Which? (external link,
opens new window) to help around four
million people in the UK who could benefit
from hearing aids but have not tried them,
making it clear the options that they have
available to them. The guide also assists
people who have tried hearing aids to get the
best from them as it takes time to adapt to
using them - getting used to new sounds as
well as managing the aids themselves.
Which? said, “Having hearing aids that
work and are comfortable makes a big
difference to the everyday lives of people with
a hearing loss. Whether someone decides to
obtain hearing aids for free on the NHS or
buy privately, the audiologist will ensure your
hearing and needs are fully assessed before
helping you find the right hearing aid.”
To
access
the
guide
visit
www.which.co.uk/hearingaids
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Education & Care for Deaf Students

The UK’s biggest audiology conference. This year’s
theme - building skills for the future, aims to address
a broad range of clinical, academic and professional
issues within audiology.

Researchers have recreated
the inner ear from stem cells
A research team led by Eri Hashino, Ph.D.,
Ruth C. Holton Professor of Otolaryngology
at Indiana University School of Medicine,
reported that by using a three-dimensional
cell culture method, they were able to coax
stem cells to develop into inner-ear sensory
epithelia containing hair cells, supporting
cells and neurons that detect sound, head
movements and gravity.
Previous attempts to ‘grow’ inner-ear hair
cells in standard cell culture systems have
worked poorly in part because necessary
cues to develop hair bundles—a hallmark
of sensory hair cells and a structure
critically important for detecting auditory or
vestibular signals—are lacking in the flat
cell-culture dish. But, Dr. Hashino said, the
team determined that the cells needed to be
suspended as aggregates in a specialised
culture medium, which provided an
environment more like that found in the body
during early development.
The team mimicked the early development
process with a precisely timed use of several
small molecules that prompted the stem
cells to differentiate, from one stage to the
next, into precursors of the inner ear. But the
three-dimensional suspension also provided
important mechanical cues, such as the
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Reunion Afternoon
28th September 2013

From 2pm - 5pm
Join us for a cream tea, meet with friends and
watch past DVD’s of pantomimes, and plays.
Tickets only £3.50 per person.
Please contact Beryl Higgs, Royal School for Deaf Children Margate
Victoria Road, Margate, Kent CT9 1NB
email: bhiggs@rsdcm.org.uk
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Sport

Do the deaf get a sporting chance?
The Deaflympics are over now and received generous coverage but do the deaf really have access to sport

Juliet England
The 22nd Deaflympics closed in early
August in Sofia offering 20 different sporting
activities over 116 separate events, with
Team GB bagging five medals. But do the
deaf and hard of hearing get truly included in
sporting activities more widely?
Let me start with a tale of two ‘spinning’
(static cycling for the uninitiated) classes. In
one, I am helped by my instructor Kate, who
ensures I sit near the front and always gives
me a sheet of paper with the sometimes
complex
and
always
fast-changing
sequences of timings, speeds and gears
required.
The other tale is less felicitous. One
evening a stand-in instructor, who we’ll call
L, got increasingly flustered as I insisted I
couldn’t hear her. In the end, she snapped
that she had done all she could, and made
it clear no further help would be forthcoming.
I left the class early and miserable - usually
I leave it feeling good. I complained to the
centre manager but to little avail.
I also go to box fit classes, and, when
I’m not being knocked sideways by Neil
the Plumber’s lethal right hook, I love the
sessions and have another deaf-friendly
teacher who’s always happy to make sure
I’ve understood everything. I never expect to
be treated with kid gloves but that extra push
to ensure inclusion helps make Tuesday
nights a weekly highlight.
Anyway, the experience with L made me
wonder what access deaf people really have
to sports, not just at local clubs but on the
global stage.

The basic facts of elite competition are
these. Those with a hearing loss can’t
compete in the Paralympics, unless they
have a separate disability making them
eligible. In any event, Vice Chair of UK Deaf
Sport Stuart Harrison said, “The Paralympic
Games is still an environment in which
speaking and listening are the main forms of
communication, so, like mainstream sport, it
is largely inaccessible to deaf people.”
Attempts in the early 1990s to merge all
disabilities into the Paralympics did not work.
That leaves the Deaflympics as the main
global competition for those who can’t hear.
The event seems to have little fanfare
in the mainstream media this summer,
overshadowed, perhaps by an admittedly
long and action-packed few months of sport.
Interestingly,
hearing
officials
and
organisers are involved in the Deaflympics,
and elite ‘deafletes’ mostly train and compete
in hearing environments.
Stuart Harrison says it is not possible
to know how many hearing impaired
competitors were part of Team GB in London
last summer, since it is for individual athletes
to decide whether to disclose their deafness.
However, he stressed, “It is likely that the
number is low, and not representative of
society as a whole. The mainstream sports
environment is not yet inclusive enough
to allow larger numbers of deaf athletes
to reach their true potential because of
communication barriers and the ways
deafness affects performance.”
UK Deaf Sport adds that staff, coaches and
others must have enough deaf awareness

Deaf boy’s dream
day out at Wembley
A youngster who was born deaf experienced an unforgettable day at
Wembley after being chosen as an escort for England Vs Scotland

Damian Galt lines up with the England and Scotland boys ahead of Englands’s 3-2 victory

Damian Galt, 10, who lives in Lancaster,
was one of 11 children to lead the England
players onto the football pitch during the
spectacular event, which featured football
stars including Wayne Rooney and Steven
Gerrard.
Football fan Damian, who plays for the
Morecombe Deaf Friendly Football Club
which is supported by the National Deaf
Children’s Society, was selected as an escort
as part of a competition run by the McDonalds
Kickstart grassroot programme.
As well as watching the England team
warming up, Damian practiced walking on
the pitch and walked out of the tunnel with
player Leighton Baines.
Damian’s mum Vicki, who also has a son
James who is profoundly deaf and a daughter

Madison, six, who has full hearing, said:
“Damian is absolutely ecstatic as he highfived his brother’s favourite player Wilfried
Zaha and he stood next to Frank Lampard.
“Football has been very important to
Damian and has helped build his confidence
and self-esteem. Being a professional
goalkeeper is Damian’s ultimate dream.”
Damian said: “Going to Wembley was
brilliant and it was great to walk on to the
pitch and feel the roar of the crowd.
“I love playing football for Forton Primary
School as well as for the Morecambe Deaf
Friendly FC.”
Thomas Lyons, inclusive activities officer at
National Deaf Children’s Society, said: “We’d
like to congratulate Damian on this wonderful
achievement.”

so those with a hearing can enjoy the
benefits in participation. The organisation
already provides training and workshops
for coaches and others to improve effective
communication, but would like to see deaf
and hard of hearing people working in sports
in greater numbers.
It also receives many enquiries about how
to resolve problems related to deafness and
offers advice to those who have had bad
experiences.
According to Action on Hearing Loss, far
from all gyms and clubs are accessible as
they could and should be, from loud music
to problems keeping up with instructors who
haven’t been trained in deaf awareness.
Chief Executive Paul Breckell said, “We
hope London 2012 will leave a lasting legacy.
Venue managers must recognise their
legal responsibilities and make the simple
adjustments needed to meet the individual
needs of participants with a hearing loss.”
After all, there’s so much that gyms could
do cost-effectively to improve things, from
better lighting to deaf awareness training for
staff.
And it should not be forgotten of course,
that, under the Equality Act 2010, services
must make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to be
accessible to people with disabilities. This
means that managers of sports clubs and
gyms must ensure that people who are deaf
or hard of hearing have the same level of
service as other customers.
This means that you are perfectly entitled
to complain if you don’t feel this law is being
followed where you work out.

Junior defiant after
early SW19 exit
15-year-old Lee-Duck Hee, the
Korean junior who is deaf, was
beaten in the first round of the
Wimbledon junior singles draw
Lee lost to the no. 7 seed Christian Garin
6-2, 4-6, 2-6 and also lost in the first round of
the boys doubles.
Speaking through a translator after his
loss, Hee commented, “It’s another match
but it is Wimbledon so I’m experiencing a
lot and probably I got something out of this
game. It was my first time experiencing this
and I wanted to win badly but I was unlucky.
I want to win the juniors next year and then
join the main tour as soon as possible.
“I’m really enjoying the tennis, going all
over the world and travelling to the big
events, having many experiences and really
having fun. It’s very hard to travel a lot from
Korea with the flying schedules but that is a
problem I have to face.”
Hee has refused to let his handicap deter
him from chasing his dream.
“When I play tennis, my hearing doesn’t
give me any difficulty. No problems at all. If I
was to hear, I want to hear the fans cheering.
I feel — by my body, I’ve got the instinct —
the reaction of the opponent. So I already
think he’s going to hit harder or slower, even
though I don’t hear it, though actually through
my eyes I’ve got the instinct and can get the
sound of the opponent.
“From now on, I’ve got to build up that
instinct, so I’ll do it. No problem that the
opponents make whatever sound, whatever
body language he does I don’t really care
about it. Because I cannot hear, I have
already overcome this disability so as far
as I’m concerned it doesn’t matter at all. I’m
growing up and that instinct will grow.”
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Sam Crichard preparing
for South Africa tour

Batsman Sam Crichard said he is
not expecting any second chances
in the England Deaf cricket squad’s
tour of South Africa
The 21-year-old from Aylton, near Ledbury,
will be arriving in South Africa this Saturday
for four one-day internationals and two
Twenty20 internationals.
Sam, who plays club cricket for Colwall, is
part of the 14-man England squad captained
by Middlesex’s Umesh Valjee.
It is Crichard’s maiden tour with the side
and the first international disability cricket
series since the national disability squads
moved into the England Cricket Department.
“I have previously been to Barbados while
touring with Herefordshire - and that was
something special,” said Sam.
“But I have not been abroad for three years
- and a first England tour is something that I
am really excited about.
“We are probably heading out as favourites
but the South African team are improving all
the time.
“I play a decent level of club cricket at
Colwall - but the intensity is much higher
when you’re batting in an international match.
You get no second chances at this level - you
can give one chance as a batsman and that’s
your innings over.”
England have a warm-up match next
Monday and then play their opening oneday international against South Africa next
Wednesday.
Sam said, “We are officially affiliated to the
England and Wales Cricket Board - so my
brother, Joe, really likes the kit I get.
“I have got England-branded training kit
and training whites, three playing shirts,
jumpers, bag and even sunglasses.
“I have been involved in the England setup for three years and I have played around
12 matches for the team.”
Sam has just finished his final year at
university in Cardiff and will be starting a job
at The Grange in Monmouth next month.
He added, “I have been working hard to get
my place in the starting line-up for the tour
but nothing is ever guaranteed.”

Jodie wins gold for
fifth year in a row
Young Jodie Ounsley has won a
stack of awards for her sporting
prowess
A nagging injury, though, caused by a bone
disease meant she has been out of action for
the best part of nine months.
But now 12-year-old Jodie, a student at
Scissett Middle School has returned in style.
She struck gold at the UK Deaf Athletics for
the fifth year in a row after a comeback from
the disease.
Jodie won gold medals for both 80m and
100m at the 2013 Deaf Athletics at Keepmoat
Stadium in Doncaster.
The gold medals bring her total up to nine,
having won every event she has competed
in the past.
Jodie was born profoundly deaf and has
worn a cochlear implant since she was 14
months old.
She also suffers from Osgood-Schlatter
disease, which is an inflammation of the
bone or cartilage at the top of the shin.
The disease caused her to miss defending
her Brazilian Jiu Jitsu under 12 title and
meant training for the Deaf Athletics had to
be minimal.
Jodie also takes part in hockey, touch
rugby and athletics at school. She dreams of
sprinting in the Olympics.
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